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1 x envelope Laverstock letters; 1
x envelope Enfield letters; 1 x
envelope Oxford letters; 1 x
envelope Manchester letters; 7x
envelopes Kirkcaldy letters; 1 x a
book of rhymes made by chidren
from North Shields

Sale, Manchester envelope: Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies (contains information on
counting out rhymes; promise making; how to lay claim to something you've found; nonsense rhymes; jokes; a particular craze
at the school; truce making terms; surrendering terms; school chants; derisive chants; nicknames for other children; irritating
replies; words for particular subjects at school; special names for different types of food). Children's descriptions of skipping
rhymes; ball bouncing rhymes; running around games. Letters from a teacher containing information on the games and lore
present in the school; article from 'The Bookseller' (1955); copy of 'The Salian' school magazine from Sale County Grammar
school (1959); newspaper cutting of a map of Manchester.
Headington, Oxford envelope:
Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies; counting out rhymes; letters from a teacher
containing information on the games and lore present in the school. Enfield envelope: Children's descriptions of ball rhymes;
counting out rhymes; skipping rhymes; lore (what to say on the first day of the month); running around games; ball games;
games with things. Letters from a teacher describing games and lore present in the school; a card from the teacher to the Opies.
Laverstock envelope: Letters from the Opies to the school headmistress; a book of skipping rhymes written by the children
complete with illustrations; Christmas card from the children to the Opies; letters from a teacher describing games and lore
present in the school. Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes; 'playground language' and ball games and rhymes.
Kirkcaldy envelope(s): Children's responses to the Opie's school lore questionnaire; children's descriptions of rhymes; ball game
rhymes; running around games; a description of a German children's game (written by a German schoolgirl); skipping rhymes;
counting out rhymes; singing games A newspaper clipping from the Times Literary Supplement; a school magazine from
Kirkcaldy High School (1952); letters from a teacher describing games and lore present in the school; a post card from the
teacher to the Opies.
North Shields: no envelope, book of rhymes made by the children.
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Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

Headington, Oxford - ?
Enfield - Suffolk
Secondary Modern School,
Brick Lane, Enfield,
England.
Laverstock - St Andrews
School, Laverstock,
Wiltshire
Sale,
Manchester - Sale County
Grammar School for Boys,
Marsden Avenue, Sale,
Cheshire
Kirkcaldy - Kirkcaldy High
School, Dunnikier
Way,Kirkcaldy,KY1 3LR
North Shields - Standard
III, Chirton St Joseph's
School, North Shields,
Northumberland

Headington,
Oxford E.Skwierczynsk
a.
Enfield A.H.Sellick
Lowestock Miss Belfield
Sale,
Manchester - Mr
Urwin
Kirkcaldy Janet Christie
North Shields - ?

Headington, Oxford: 405,
North Shields: 368; Sale,
Manchester: 435; Laverstock
- 456, Enfield - 457,
Kirkcaldy - 458
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Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers. Also contains some
'weather lore'.

Aberdeen: Powis Junior
Secondary School,
Hackney: Wilton Way
County Secondary School,
Parkholme Road,
Hackney, E8. Laverstock:
no school - letters from
from a 'village dominie'.
Bishop Auckland: ?;
Dundee: ?; Helensburgh:
?; Scarborough:
Hinderwell Primary
School; Ormskirk: St.
Katharine's College,
Scarisbrick Hall,
Ormskirk, Lancs; Welwyn:
St Mary's

Aberdeen: Mr
James Thomson
(head teacher);
Hackney: Betty
Gould;
Salisbury:John C.
Harvey-Webb;
Bishop
Auckland: Bertha
Walton (?);
Dundee:Miss
Gullen;
Helensburgh:
D.F Simpson;
Scarborough: R.
Horsman/Hovsma
n (?). Welwyn: ?

2 x envelopes Bishop Auckland
letters; 3 x envelopes Welwyn
letters; 1x envelope Salisbury
letters; 1 x envelope Hackney
letters; 1 x Scarborough letters; 2
x envelopes Aberdeen letters; 2 x
batches of loose letters from
Aberdeem; 2 x envelopes
Helensburgh letters; 2 x envelopes
Ormskirk letters; 1 x envelope
Dundee letters

Dundee envelope: teacher's notes on rhymes; skipping rhymes and counting out rhymes. Bishop Auckland envelopes:
letters from a teacher describing children's lore and games at the school; children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire
written by the Opies. Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes; skipping rhymes; games with things (marbles, conkers,
strings, rounders); ball games; pretend play; Some notes written by the Opies summarising the children's descriptions.Welwyn
envelopes: children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies (this time concerning how much boys skip
in the school; whether they join in or watch; what are the girls' thoughts on the boys' skipping; and what truce term do the
children use). Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes; running around games; counting out rhymes; tongue twisters and
rhymes (some racist); ball games and ball bouncing rhymes. Salisbury: A collector of folklore's collection of ball bouncing
rhymes; counting out rhymes; skipping rhymes and rhymes. Includes his personal correspondence. Hackney: letters from the
Opies to Miss Gould. Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes; rhymes; ball bouncing rhymes; counting out rhymes. The
teacher's letters containing descriptions of skipping rhymes found in the school. Children's letters written directly to the Opies in
response to their advert placed in the Sunday Times, November 1951. Helensburgh: teacher's personal letters to the Opies.
Letters from the Opies to the teacher. Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes; counting out rhymes; ball bouncing rhymes;
jokes and rhymes; running around games. Children's reflections on the games they used to play and how they feel about them
now. Children's letters beginning 'rhymes and customs for special days'. Ormskirk: letters from the teacher to the Opies.
Letters from the Opies to the teacher, often accompanied with follow-up questions for the children. Teacher's notes on the
rhymes, counting out rhymes, skipping rhymes and ball bouncing rhymes in the school. Children's responses to the 'school lore'
questionnaire written by the Opies. Children's descriptions of ball games; counting out rhymes; skipping rhymes. Scarborough:
children's descriptions of ball games; skipping rhymes; children's 'lore' and ball bouncing rhymes.Aberdeen: letters from the
teacher to the Opies. Letters from the Opies to the teacher. Children's descriptions of ball bouncing rhymes; counting out
rhymes; ball games; running around games; singing games and rhymes.
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Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers. Letters from the children to
the Opies (the Opies had already
written letters to particular children to
enquire more about a particular game)

Radcliffe: Radcliffe County
Secondary School;
Cleethorpes: The Grammar
School for Girls, Cleethorpes
Road, Cleethorpes;
Shrewsbury: St Giles, C of
E Primary School, The
Column, Shrewsbury;
Glasgow:Shettleston School,
Glasgow, Pollokshields;
Newlands School.
Blackburn: Intack School,
Blackburn; Ruthin:
Brynhyfryd Grammar School,
Ruthin, Denbighshire;
Welshpool: Grammar
School for Girls, Welshpool;
Croydon: Selhurst Grammar
School for Boys

Radcliffe:
Dorothy Barrow
(head mistres);
Cleethorpes:
Miss Sawbridge;
Shrewsbury:
Miss Hannah
Frank; Glasgow:
Miss Begg;
Blackburn: Mrs
E.H. Higham;
Ruthin: Williams;
Welshpool: Ms
Dyson; Croydon:
'Boy'.
Scarborough: R.
Horsman?

1 x envelope Shrewbury letters; 1
x envelope Radcliffe letters; 2 x
envelopes Glasgow letteres; 2 x
envelopes Croydon letters; 1 x
envelopes Cleethorpes letters; 1 x
envelopes Welshpool letters; 2 x
envelopes Ruthin letters; 1x
envelope Blackburn letters

Radcliffe: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Letters from the children written directly to the Opies (in response to letters the
Opies had written them). Children's descriptions of ball rhymes; skipping rhymes. Croydon: letters between the teacher and the
Opies. Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around
games; ball games; counting out rhymes. Cleethorpes: letters between teachers and the Opies. Children's responses to the
'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies. Children's descriptions of children's skipping rhymes; ball games and counting
out rhymes. Blackburn: Letters between the teacher and the Opies.Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire
written by the Opies. Responses contain references to skipping rhymes; lore and counting out rhymes. Ruthin: Letters from the
teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of playground lore; running around games; skipping rhymes; counting out rhymes;
ball bouncing rhymes. Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies. Glasgow: letters from the
teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes; counting out rhymes; ball games. Teacher’s notes on children's
playground lore. Welshpool: letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions on counting out rhymes; skipping
rhymes and ball bouncing rhymes.
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1 x envelope Forfar letters; 1 x
envelope Portsmouth letters; 1 x
envelope Stafford letters; 1 x
envelope Spennymoor letters; 1 x
envelope Pendeen letters; 1 x
envelope Market Rasen letters; 1 x
envelpe London letters; 1 x
envelope Birmingham letters.

Forfar: many letters from the teacher to the Opies. Some contain information on the games and lore in the school and some
rough transcriptions of singing games and their melodies. One nursery rhyme book (sent in by Miss Rodger) and one short story:
Chronicles of Mary Ann. One postcard from Miss Rodger with photo of her on the front. Opie notes on the information collected
by the teacher. Birmingham: letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of ball games; running around
games; games with things (five stones; chopsticks; marbles); practical jokes (the Mickey Mouse show); pretend games (Grand
Nashnal (sic) and singing games. Northants: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. She explains that the rhymes and games
she encloses were collected on a trip to the school when she accompanied Peter Kennedy on a recording trip. Children's
descriptions of running around games; skipping games and ball games. Market Rasen: letters from the teacher to the Opies.
Teacher's notes (in exercise book) on children's games including running around games and games with things and 'street games
after dark'. Children's descriptions of running around games; skipping games; 'sayings' riddles and jokes; ball games; counting
out rhymes. Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies. Portsmouth: letter from the teacher to
the Opies. Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping games
and rhymes and counting out rhymes. Stafford: letters from the teacher to the Opies. A newspaper clipping from The Times
(1959). Children's descriptions of skipping; games and rhymes; running around games; ball games; singing games; games with
things and counting out rhymes. Spennymoor: Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes. Pendeen: letters from
teacher and education the local authorities to the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; singing games;
running around games and 'sayings'.
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Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

Forfar: Forfar Academy,
Primary Deoartmentl
Kirkriggs, Forfar, Angus;
Birmingham: Golden Hillock
Road Primary School,
Sparkhill, Birmingham.
Northants: Titchmarsh
school. Market Rasen: The
Modern School, Market
Rasen, Lincs and County
Secondary School at
Sleaford. Portsmouth: ?;
Stafford: County of Stafford
Training College, Nelson Hall,
Near Stafford; Endon County
Secondary Modern School;
Meir County Modern School;
St. Gregory's RC School;
Summerbank C.M School;
Harpfield Junior School;
Penkhull County Secondary
School. Spennymoor:
Spennymoor Alderman
Wraith Grammar
School.Pendeen: Pendeen
Primary School, Near
Penzance

Forfar: Miss
Rodger.
Birmingham:
Miss Tomlinson.
Northants:
Dorothy King.
Market Rasen:
S.B. Vickers (the
Modern School).
Portsmouth:
Peggy Samways.
Stafford: Norman
Culpan.
Spennymoor: ?
Pendeen: Ida
Bennetts
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Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

Knighton: Knighton
Secondary Modern School.
Lydney: Lydney Grammar
School, Gloucestershire.
Newcastle: Wingrove Road
Junior School

Knighton: Frank Knighton: 588; Lydney; 592; 4 X envelopes Knighton letters; 1 x Knighton: letters from the teacher to the Opies; newspaper clipping from the Times about the death of Frank Noble (the
Noble (MBE).
Newcastle; 595
envelope Newcastle letters, 1 x
teacher); letter from the Opies to the children at the school asking for further information; a copy of the school magazine 'The
Lydney: Bertha
envelope Lydney letters
Knighton'. Children's responses to the 'school lore' questionnaire written by the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around
Walton (?)
games; skipping games; games with things (marbles); singing games; ball games; 'superstitions'; rhymes and jokes; 'good luck
Newcastle: Kerr
and bad luck'; 'charms and cures for different ailments; 'birds, animals and plants with lucky or useful connections'; 'rhymes and
(?) Headmistress.
customs for various days'; 'fortune telling'; acrobatics on railings; truce terms and words and sayings. Lydney: Children's
responses to a questionnaire sent by the Opies about 'customs and beliefs' and the Opies’ 'school lore' questionnaire. Children's
descriptions of games with things (conkers and milk bottle tops); running around games; skipping games and ball games.
Newcastle: letter from the teacher to the Opies. A copy of the school magazine 'Wingrove Venture'. Children's descriptions of
ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; skipping games and rhymes.
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Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

Golspie: Golspie Senior
Scondary School.
Peterborough: ? Dovenby:
Dovenby School. Oundle:
the Church School and the
Boys school in Oundle.
Ipswich: ? Caister: The
Grammar SchooL, Caistor,
Lincoln. Gedney Drove End
Primary School, Spalding.
Birmingham: Acocks Green
Junior Mixed School.
Beadnell: Beadnell C of E
School. Dublin: St.
Catherine's School

Golspie: Rhonda
Macdonald.
Peterborough:
Lowe? Dovenby:
Miss Benson
Oundle: H
Caudwell (from
the Society for the
Teachers of
English).
Ipswich: Yvonne
Rodwell. Caistor:
R. Capper.
Gendey Drove
End: Mr Scott.
Birmingham:
Gladys Watson.
Beadnell: Bertha
Watson (also
contributed
material from
Lydney) and Enid
Elliott. Dublin: ?
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Birmingham: 556;
Spennymoor: 561;
Portsmouth; 564; Pendeen;
567; London; 579; Forfar;
582; Market Rasen 584;
Stoke-on-tret 563

Golspie: 599; Dovenby: 601;
Oundle: 603; Ipswich: 606;
Caistor: 607; Birmingham:
613; Gedney Drove End:
615; Peterborough: 620;
Beadnell: 627; Dublin: 630

2 x envelopes Golspie letters; 1 x
evelope Dovenby letters; 1 x
envelope Oundle letters; 1 x
envelope Ipswich letters; 1 x
envelope Birmingham letters; 1 x
envelope Gedney Drove End
letters; 1 x envelope Peterborough
letters; 1 x envelope Beadnell
letters; 1 x envelope Dublin letters.

Golspie: letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's responses to a questionnaire written by the Opies. In it they listed
games played in Golspie 'sixty years ago' and ask if the children still play these games; the original questionnaire is included.
Children's descriptions of ball games; singing games; running around games; skipping rhymes and games; counting out rhymes
and 'words and sayings'. Peterborough: a letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around
games; skipping games and rhymes. Children's responses to Opie 'school lore' questionaire.Dovenby: Children's descriptions of
ball games; ball bouncing rhyme; running around games; pretend games; skipping games and singing games. Oundle: letters
from the teacher to the Opies and his notes on games and rhymes he has collected in his school. Children's descriptions of
skipping games and rhymes; ball games' ball bouncing rhymes; 'words and sayings; counting out rhymes; singing games and
rhymes. Ipswich: Contains letters from children from the local schools and youth clubs. Letters from a teacher to the Opies (she
has collected material from other teachers and friends in secondary schools) and teacher's notes on the games and rhymes found
in their schools. Children's descriptions of games with things (Five stones); running around games; ball games. Children's essays
entitled: 'Games I used to play with my friends and old childish superstitions'. Caistor: letter from the teacher to the Opies.
Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; ball bouncing rhymes; counting out rhymes and running around games.
Newspaper clipping from The Guardian (1960). Gedney Drove: letters between the Opies and the head teacher at Gedney
Drove. Teacher's notes on the games and rhymes found in his school. Birmingham: Children's responses to Opie 'school lore'
questionnaire. Children's essays on 'April Fools Day'. Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes. Beadnell: Children's
descriptions of skipping rhymes and games. Letter from Enid Elliott who collected the material to Bertha Watson who then sent it
on to the Opies. Dublin: Opie notes on the material. Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes and rhymes. Some scraps of
paper containing children's arithmetic.
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Lincoln: Miss
Fenton;
Ecclesfield:
Linden
Huddlestone.
Oxford: Margaret
Hornsey.
Spaldwick: Colis
(?); South
Elmsall: B. Eyre;
Aberystwyth:
Mr D.P.Hughes;
Camberwell:
Linden
Huddlestone (also
crops up in
Ecclesfield as he
moves schools).
Holmfirth: Colin
Brindley;
Annelsey: L.
Spolton. Exeter:
John Marsden.
Shoreham-bythe-sea: Frank
Edwards

Aberystwyth 638; Spaldwick
640; Lincoln 646; Oxford
661; Camberwell 721;
Ecclesfield 721A; Holmfirth
723; Exeter 724; Annesley
728; Shoreham-by-the-sea
737

1 x envelope Aberystywth letters;
1 x envelope Spaldwick letters; 1
x envelope Lincoln letters; 1 x
envelope Oxford letters; 1 x
envlope Camberwell letters; 1 x
envelpe Ecclesfield letters; 1 x
envelope Holmfirth letters; 1 x
envelope Exeter letters; 1 x
envelope Annesley letters; 1 x
envelope Shoreham-by-the-sea
letters

Lincoln: Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes and games and ball bouncing rhymes. Teacher's notes on skipping rhymes
and ball games found in the school. Ecclesfield: letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's response to an Opie
questionnaire? Lists of games they play. Oxford: Letters between the Opies, Miss Hornsey and Laura Salt from Clarendon Press,
Oxford. Miss Salt put the Opies in touch with Miss Hornsey. Children's descriptions of running around games; rhymes; 'call';
games with things (conkers and five stones); riddles; skipping games; ball games and counting out rhymes. Children's responses
to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. Spaldwick: Children's descriptions of singing games; skipping games and rhymes; ball
bouncing rhymes; games with things (five stones). Children's response to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. South Elmsall:
Children's essays on 'Words and Sayings'. Aberystwyth: letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of running
around games; skipping games and ball games. Children's essays on 'signs of luck, ways of telling the future and other magic I
know'. Children's responses to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. Camberwell: letters from the teacher to the Opies.
Children's responses to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. Holmfirth: Children's descriptions of running around games and
singing games. Annesley: letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes and games. Exeter:
Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's responses to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. Shoreham-by-the-sea:
Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of 'superstitions' and 'sayings' they know of.

Liverpool: W.
Stewart Elliott.
Pontypool: Miss
Anne Francis.
Street: R.R.
Tomlin.
Nottingham:
Beecham (?)
Perth: J. Soane.
Etton: Mrs Joan
Johnson; Forfar:
Douglas Millan.
Alton: ?
Pontefract:
J.S.Golland.
Edinburgh and
Dundee: Anne
Hill; Luncarty:
Kenneth Penney
(?) and A.K Luan
(headmaster);
Edinburgh:
Maureen Laing;
Caerleon:
Primrose Hockey
Langholm: Langholm
Langholm: Miss
Academy. Newbridge:
Smart ;
Greenfield Secondary School, Newbridge:
Newbridge, Monmouthsire.
Gordon Groves
South Molton: Secondary
(Head Master);
School, South Molton, North South Molton:
Devon. Brentwood:
Derek Stewart.
Brentwood School. Bedford: Brentwood:
Bedford College of Education Percy Charles
Sheppard (he
dies during the
duartion of the
correspondence
). Bedford:
Agnes Osmond
Penrith: Penrith Queen
Penrith: Mr John
Elizabeth Grammar
Jackson. Thirsk:
School. Thirsk: Thirsk
Winifred Berry.
Grammar School.
Bressay: R.G
Arncliffe: Arncliffe C of E
Linklark/Hinklar
School
k (?); Arncliffe:
Weeds (Head
Master)
Matching Green:
Mrs Elders

Liverpool 741; Street 742;
Pontefract 743; Forfar 747;
Perth 753; Alton 792;
Edinburgh and Dundee 793;
Edinburgh 695; Etton 803;
Luncarty 808; Pontypool
814; Nottingham 819;
Caerleon 821

2 x envelope Forfar; 1 x envelope
Liverpool; 1 x envelope Street; 1 x
envelope Pontefract; 1 x envelope
Forfar; 1 x envelope Perth; 1 x
envelope Alton; 1 x envelope
Edinburgh and Dundee; 1 x
envelope Edinburgh; 1 x envelope
Elton; 1 x envelope Luncarty; 1 x
envelope Pontypool; 1 x envelope
Nottingham; 1 x envelope
Caerleon.

Liverpool: Letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes. Children's responses to Opie
questionnaires on 'words and sayings'; 'a game out of doors'; 'games'; 'good and bad luck' and 'words and sayings'. Pontypool:
Correspondence between the Opies and an unknown source discussing new contacts for the Opies. They are put in contact with
Miss Francis. Children's descriptions of running around games; skipping games; 'charms'; skipping games and rhymes; counting
out rhymes; ball games; singing games and rhymes and riddles. Street: letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's
descriptions of running around games; ball games and essays abut 'strange people' e.g. 'gypsies' and 'tramps'. Nottingham:
Letter from the university Warden to the Opies. Responses from students to a questionnaire sent by the Opies. Perth: Letters
from the teacher to the Opies and a Christmas card from the teacher to the Opies. Children's essays on 'good and bad luck';
children's descriptions of running around games; ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; rhymes and games 'after dark'. Etton:
letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around games; games with things (collecting items in
match boxes); practical jokes and tricks; singing games; ball games and ball bouncing rhymes. Forfar: letters from the teacher
to the Opies. Children's essays on 'Charms' and 'good and bad luck'. Children's descriptions of ball games; singing games;
skipping games and rhymes; 'games after dark' and 'a game out of doors'. Alton: A copy of the questionnaire sent by the Opies
to the school called 'The Oral Lore of School Children - II'; this is a 'supplement' to the first questionnaire. Notes made by the
Opies on the responses they received. Children's descriptions of 'a game after dark'; ball games; practical jokes and tricks;
running around games and pretend games. Pontefract: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of
skipping games and rhymes; ball games and ball bouncing rhymes. Children's essays on 'good and bad luck' and 'customs'.
Edinburgh and Dundee: Children's skipping rhymes; ball games and rhymes and counting out rhymes collected by Anne Hill
and sent to the Opies. Luncarty: Correspondence between various teachers and the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping
games and rhymes; practical jokes; counting out rhymes and ball bouncing rhymes. Edinburgh: A letter from the teacher to the
Opies and a newspaper clipping from the Observer (1968) about the closure of the school. Children's descriptions of running
around games; 'games after dark'; practical jokes; skipping games and rhymes. Children's essays on 'good and bad luck'.
Carleon: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Teacher's notes on the skipping rhymes found in the school. Children's
descriptions of running around games; 'games after dark'; practical jokes; skipping games and rhymes.

Newbridge 823; South
Molton 826; Bedford 830;
Langholm 992; Brentwood
998

1 x envelope Brentwood letters; 1
x envelope Langholm letters; 2 x
envelopes Newbridge letters; 3 x
Bedford letters; 1 x envelope
South Molton letters

Langholm: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Letters from the Opies to the children following up particular questions and
queries. Children's descriptions of running around games; games with things (Hopscotch, Marbles and Conkers); skipping games
and rhymes. Children's essays on 'Superstitions' and responses to the Opie 'School Lore' questionnaire. Newbridge: A letter
from the school's Head Master to the Opies. Children's essays on 'Superstitions and Charms' and 'Games After Dark'. South
Molton: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes; skipping games and rhymes;
'superstitions'; singing games and running around games. Brentwood: Letters from the teacher to the Opies; newspaper
clipping about Brentwood school; a Christmas card to the Opies; a letter from Percy Sheppard's wife to the Opies telling them he
passed away, this includes a programme from his funeral. Children's responses to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. Bedford:
Letters from a member of staff at Bedford Training College. Her students collected information on children's games and lore for
her and this was passed on to the Opies. Also includes answers to Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. This information has been
collected across the country.

Penrith 999; Thirsk & Minor
Schools 1001

5 x envelopes Penrith letters; 2 x
envelopes Thirsk and Minor
Schools letters

Penrith: Letters from the teacher to the Opies and includes teacher's notes on the 'Oral Lore of Schoolchildren'
questionnaire. A copy of the 'Cumbria: Lakeland Life and Literature' journal. Children's responses to the Opie
'school lore' questionnaire. Children's essays on 'Good and Bad Luck'; 'Charms'; 'Swearing the Truth'; 'A Special
Day' and 'Games and Tricks After Dark'. Children's descriptions of ball games; rhymes; skipping rhymes and games
and ball bouncing rhymes. Questionnaires filled in by the children about local customs, 'special days' and
superstitions. Thirsk: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's essays on 'Good and Bad luck'. Children's
descriptions of running around games and skipping games and rhymes. Minor Schools - games and lore collected
by various teachers across the country and some children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; running
around games and 'superstitions'.

1
7 Opie Collection Children's papers
Schools
Pre and
1960
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

Lincoln: Spring Hill School,
Lincoln. Ecclesfield: The
Grammar School, Ecclesfield.
Oxford: Headington
Seconday School, Oxford
(Same as box 1).
Spaldwick: Spaldwick
County Primary School.
South Elmsall: Broad Lane
Girls School; South Elmsall,
Pontefract, Yorkshire.
Aberystwyth: Dinas
secondary School (Ysgol
Eilradd Dinas). Camberwell:
Wilson's Grammar School.
Holmfirth: Holmfirth County
Primary School, Holmfirth,
Huddersfield, Yorkshire.
Annesley: Annelsey County
School. Exeter: Exeter
School, Exeter. Shorehamby-the-sea: County
Secondary Boys School

8 Opie Collection Children's papers
Schools
Pre and
1960
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

Liverpool: Balliol Modern
Secondary School; Quarry
Road; Bottle; Liverpool.
Pontypool: The County
School for Girls, Pontypool.
Street: ? Nottingham
University: Florence
Nightinglae Hall, the
University of Nottingham.
Perth: Kinnoull School,
Perth; Etton: Etton C of E
School. Forfar: Forfar
Academy. Alton: Alton
County Primary School,
Normand Street, Alton.
Pontefract: ? Edinburgh
and Dundee: ? Luncarty:
Kinnoull School, Perth.
Edinburgh: Moray House
School. Caerleon: Carleon
Endowed Junior School,
Monmouthshire

9 Opie Collection Children's papers
Schools
Pre and
1960
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

10 Opie Collection Children's papers
Schools
Pre and
1962
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play - Children's responses to
the 'school lore' questionnaire written
by the Opies; letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore; letters from the Opies to the
teachers.

8

2

9

10

11
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1
11 Papers
concerned with
the setting up
and running of
the Opie school
lore surveys

Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Letters from the Opies to existing
contacts and letters to establish new
contacts. Many describe their collecting
efforts over the last 17 years and their
new objectives and nation-wide
surveys. Correspondence back to the
Opies refer to their 'suggestionaire'
and thank them for sending them a
copy of 'Lore and Language'. Notes
written by the Opies themselves and
drafts of their letters. The
'suggestionaire' that went out to
schools about children's games and
crazes - they refer to it as a
'supplement to our first questionnaire
[...] the items listed below are all ones
about which we have had particular
interesting replies from one or more
districts, and about which we feel there
may yet be much more to learn'.

NA

NA

NA

2 X large envelopes.

Envelope 1: 1 x copy of The Scottish Educational Journal (1961); a batch of draft copies of the Opie school lore surveys I, II and
III; correspondence between the Opies and teachers with teachers offering help and information. Opie replies with further
questions for the schools and the teachers.Opie lists recording where the surveys had been sent and how many responses they
had received. Envelope 2: A photocopy of Gammer Gurton's 'Garland: Or, The Nursery Parnassus'.

12 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Batch of documents relating to Alasdair
Roberts (Aberdeen College of
Education) book 'Out to play'.
Newspaper articles about the book and
correspondence between P.Opie and
Roberts - they note their findings
compliment each other. Copy of 'Jes
Jeux Enfantins dans un Village
Francois'. Article on truce terms and
map. The rest of the material relates to
'Peer Play' and descriptions by
children of games, songs and rhymes.

Bacup: St. Saviour's C.P
School, New Lane, Bacup.
Accrington: ? Arbroath:
Timmergreens Primary
School. Aberdeen: Powis
Secondary School.
Aberdeen: Aberdeen College
of Education

Bacup: Deanden
(?). Accrington:
John Heaton.
Arbroath: Mr
Stephen.
Aberdeen: Mrs
Dick/Wick (?)
Aberdeen:
Alasdair Roberts

Aberdeen 2379; Aberdeen
1278; Accrington 1192;
Arbroath 2277; Bacup 1199

1 x envelope Bacup letters; 1 x
envelope Arbroath letters; 1 x
envelope Accrington letters; 1 x
envelope Aberdeen; 2 x envelopes
Aberdeen letters

Bacup: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of ball games and ball bouncing rhymes; skipping games
and rhymes and running around games. Accrington: Correspondence between the teacher and the Opies. Children's
descriptions of running around games; ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; skipping games and rhymes; singing games; games
with things and counting out rhymes. Arbroath: Correspondence between the teacher and the Opies. Children's descriptions of
ball games; running around games and games with things (Dice). Aberdeen: Children's descriptions of running around games;
ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; skipping games and rhymes; singing games; games with things and counting out rhymes.
Aberdeen: Correspondence between the Opies and Alaisdair Roberts who is investigating children's play in Aberdeen. Includes a
copy of 'Les Jeux Enfantins dans un Village Francais'; 5 newspaper cuttings reviewing Roberts' work: 'Out to Play; 2 journal
articles written by Roberts; documents used for teaching in the Aberdeen College of Education including a 'Children's Leisure
Inventory' and 'Primary/Secondary Teaching Methods'.

13 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.

1960,
1961,
1962,
1969

Bedford: Bedford College of
Education. Barrow in
Furness: ? Banbury:
Easington School for Girls.
Berry Hill: Berry Hill
Secondary school, Nr
Coleford (Forest of Dean)
Gos. Basingstoke:
Cranbourne Bilateral School

Bedford: Agnes
Osmond; Barrow
in Furness:
Pauline Dowining
and Miss Furness.
Banbury: Miss
M.H. Dawson.
Berry Hill: ?
Basingstoke: ?

Banbury 1370; Barrow in
Furness 1303; Basingstoke
A925; Bedford 830; Berry
Hill 1407

1 x envelope Barrow in Furness
letters; 1 x envelope Banbury
letters; 2 x envelopes Basingstoke
letters; 3 x envelopes Bedford
letters; 1 x envelope Berry Hill
letters

Bedford: Letters from a member of staff at Bedford Training College. Her students collected information on children's games and
lore for her and this was passed on to the Opies. Also includes answers to Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. This information has
been collected across the country. Barrow in Furness: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of ball
games; play with things (stamp collecting; five stones and playing with a pen knife); skipping games and running around games.
Banbury: Correspondence between the Opies and the teacher at the school. Children's descriptions of skipping games and
rhymes; games with things (Jacks and Five Stones) and running around games). Berry Hill: Children's descriptions of singing
games; ball games and ball bouncing rhymes and skipping games and rhymes.Basingstoke: Children's descriptions of games
with things (marbles); ball games; singing games; running around games; skipping games and rhymes;

14 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.

1960,
1961,
1966,
1969,
1971,
1972
1973,

Brierfield? Bramley:
Bramley C of E school.
Brightlingsea: St. James'
Junior School, Station Road,
Brightlingsea. Essex.
Burslem: ? Bramhall: Moss
Hey Junior School. Bishop
Auckland: Cockton Hill
Junior School, Bishop
Auckland, County
Durham.Bristol: Fairfield
Grammar School, Westbury
Park Junior Mixed and Infants
School, Embleton Junior
School, Portway Secondary
Modern School, Tyning Junior
School

Brierfield: Julia.
Bramley: Joan ?
Brightlingsea:
Mr Wilcox (Head
Master).
Burslem: ?
Bramhall: Mrs
Goddard. Bishop
Auckland:Mr
Guthin (?)
Bristol: Fairfield
Grammar
School: Barbara
Bagshaw;
Westbury Park
Junior Mixed
and Infants
School: ?
Embleton Junior
School: Mr
Gilbert (contact)
Mr James (Head
Master) Portway
Secondary
Modern School:
Mr Gilbert and
Miss Draper (Head
Mistress at the
school). Tyning
Junior School ?

Bishop Auckland 1480;
Bramhall 2155; Bramley
2066; Brierfield 2083;
Brightlingsea 1416; Bristol
1262, 1251, 1254, 1258,
A923, Burslem 1805

5 x envelopes Bristol letters; 1 x
envelope Bishop Auckland letters;
1 x envelope Bramhall letters; 1 x
envelope Bramley letters; 1 x
envelope Brierfield letters; 1 x
envelope Brightlingsea letters; 1 x
envelope Bursleem letters.

Brierfield: A note from the teacher to the Opies. Children’s descriptions of running around games; singing games; skipping
games and elastics. Bramley: Letters from the teacher to the Opies and teacher's notes of what games were being played on
particular days. Children's descriptions of skipping games. Bringlingsea: A letter from the Head Master to the Opies. Children's
descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; running around games and ball games. Burslem: Children's descriptions of skipping
rhymes and marbles. Bramhall: Correspondence between the teacher and the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping games
and rhymes; ball games and running around games. Bishop Auckland: Letters form the teacher to the Opies. Children's
descriptions of ball games and ball bouncing rhymes; skipping games and rhymes; games with things (Conkers); running around
games; singing games. Children's essays on 'A Game I Dislike'. Bristol - Fairfield Grammar School: A letter from the teacher
to the Opies. Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes; running around games; ball games and pretend games. Westbury
Park Junior School: Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes; running around games; skipping games and rhymes.
Embleton Junior School: Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes; running around games; skipping games and rhymes
and ball games. Portway Secondary Modern School: Correspondence between the Opies, a school inspector, Mr Gilbert and a
teacher at the school. Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes; running around games; skipping games and rhymes and
ball games. Tyning Junior School: Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes and singing games and skipping games and
rhymes.
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1
15 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.

1961,
1962,
1963,
1973

16 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.

19471949,
1960,
1961,
1962,
1963,
1988,

17 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

16

2

17

18
18 Schools
and after

19

Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.
1960 Children's papers Peer Play -letters from teachers
and
containing information on the games
correspondence and lore present in their classrooms
between the
and playgrounds; children's
Opies and
descriptions of various games,
teachers
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.

1949,
1960,
1962

Crickhowell: ?; Cumnock:
The Academy, Cumnock;
Dunoon: ? Congleton:
Danesford School (a National
Children's Home)
Edinburgh: John Watson's
School, Milton House School,
Canongate, Edinburgh.
James Gillespies Boys School.
Claverley: Claverley C of E.
Primary School. Runcorn:
Runcorn Parish School,
Frodsham: Frodsham C of E
Junior School. Dudley:
Glynne First School.
Edmonton: Hazeldean
School

Crickhowell:
Miss Smallwood
and Miss Short.
Cumnock: Mr
Taylor. Dunoon:
? Congleton:
Alex Helm
Edinburgh: Tony
Ireland (JW
School); Mrs
Margaret Hope
Luff (MH School)
Kate Bune (?) (JG
School).
Claverley:
R.T.Cooper.
Runcorn: Trixie
McMullen.
Frodsham: ?
Dudley: ?
Edmonton: Joan
Hunt
Glasgow: The Grammar
Glasgow: Mr
School, Uddingston, Glasgow, Macleod Enfield:
Scotland. Enfield: Ponders
A. Sellick.
End Boys School and Grange Guernsey: Iona
Park Primary School.
Opie travelled
Guernsey: Grammar School around Guernsey
for Boys, St. Martin's School, collecting these.
St. Peter Port Convent
Some contacts:
School, St. Peter Port,
Laurence Adkins.
Amherst Road School, Cortel Grimbsy: Mr
School, Vale Junior School,
Potts.
Castel School, Guille-Alles
Glastonbury:
Library; Notre Dame du
Gerald White.
Rosaire, St Peter Port.
Farnham: ?
Grimsby: Harold Secondary Hayes ?
Modern Boys School.
Cranford: ?
Glastonbury: St. John's
Euston: ?
Boys U.C.C School.
Fulham: ?
Farnham: ? Hayes:
Helensburgh:
Charville School Cranford ? Jan Simpson.
Euston ? Fulham ?
Helston: ? Martin
Helensburgh: Hermitage
School. Helston: Helston
County Secondary School

Cheshire: Runcorn: 1353,
Frodsham: 1354; Claverley:
1582; Congleton: 983;
Crickhowell: 1511;
Cumnock: 1455; Dudley:
A905; Dunoon: 1583;
Edinburgh: 1571, 1585,
1691; Edmonton (Canada)
1443

3 x envelopes Edinburgh letters; 2
x envelopes Dunoon letters; 2 x
envelopes Cumnock letters; 1 x
envelope Crickhowell letters; 1 x
envelope Claverley letters; 1 x
envelope Congleton letters; 1 x
envelope Runcorn and Frodsham
letters; 1 x envelope Dudley
letters; 1 x envelope Edmonton
letters.

Crickhowell: Correspondence between teachers and the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around games and ball games.
Cumnock: Correspondence between the Opies and a teacher at the school. They discuss 'cults' at the school such as a 'Beatles'
cult and 'Sci Fi'. A copy of 'Kinderspiel: For Andra' by A.L. Taylor (the teacher in Cumnock). Teacher's notes on superstitions
found in the classroom. Opies' list of follow-up questions for the children called 'Cumnock Queries'. Children's descriptions of
rhymes; skipping games and rhymes; ball bouncing rhymes; running around games; counting out rhymes; play with things
('Knifey'). Children's responses to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. Dunoon: Children's descriptions and drawings of rhymes;
skipping rhymes; ball bouncing rhymes; stories and jokes. Congleton: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's
responses to the Opie 'school lore' questionnaire. Edinburgh: John Watson's School: Letter from the teacher to the Opies.
Children's descriptions of ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; play with things (A caterpillar in a match box);running around
games; skipping games and rhymes; pretend play ('Coast Guards'). Milton Gate School: Correspondence between the Opies
and the teacher. Children's descriptions of running around games. James Gillespies School: A letter from the teacher to the
Opies. Children's descriptions of ball games, play with things (Crab Apples and cards) and running around games. Claverley: A
letter from the teacher to the Opies. Notes on the sound recordings that were sent in from the teacher. Runcorn: Children's
descriptions of ball games; swimming; skipping games and rhymes; pretend play ('School' and 'House'); running around games.
Frodsham: Children's descriptions of ball games; swimming; skipping games and rhymes; pretend play and running around
games. Dudley: Children's descriptions of skipping rhymes; rhymes and counting out rhymes. Edmonton: Letter from an Opie
correspondent in Canada. Children's descriptions of ball games; collecting games (collecting old coins); running around games.

Enfield: 1298, 1299;
Glasgow: 1442;
Glastonbury: 1294;
Grimsburg: 1333; Guernsey
1420, 1421, 1435-37, 1633,
1697;
Hayes/Cranford/Eudston/Ful
ham 1128, Helensbury: 475,
Helston: 1300

4 x envelopes Guernsey letters; 2
x envelopes Enfield letters; 1 x
envelope Glasgow letters; 1 x
envelope Glastonbury letters; 1 x
envelope Grimsby letters; 1 x
envelope Farnham letters; 1 x
envelope Hayes, Cranford, Euston
and Fulham letters, 1 x envelope
Helensburgh letters; 1 x envelope
Helston letters.

Glasgow: Correspondence between the Opies and the teacher at the school. Children's descriptions of skipping games and
rhymes; ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; children's lists of 'outdoor games'. Enfield: Correspondence between the Opies and
their informant in Enfield. Children's descriptions of running around games; play with things (pen knife, Marbles, Five stones, and
Jacks); ball games; hobbies (train spotting); rhymes; skipping games and rhymes; counting out rhymes. Guernsey: Notes made
by Iona Opie while travelling round the schools in Guernsey. Small note cards belonging to Iona Opie; a map of Guernsey; a map
of St Peter Port; correspondence between the Opies and a contact in Guernsey; a copy of 'The Lily and the Castle: An Anthology
of written work Castel Primary School, Guernsey'. Children's descriptions of ball games; skipping games and rhymes; pretend
play; running around games; play with things (Marbles, Conkers and Jacks) and counting out rhymes. Jokes written down by
children at the Guille-Alles Library when Iona was fundraising there for the Opie appeal. Children's essays on 'A Game Which
Needs a Lot of Strength and Ends in a Fight'. Grimsby: Letter from the Head Teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of
running around games; ball games and games with things (planks of woods and balls). Glastonbury: A letter from the teacher
to the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around games; counting out rhymes and games with things (Marbles and
Conkers). Farnham: Children's rhymes.Euston: Children's descriptions of their 'favourite hobbies'. Fulham: Children's essays on
'The Crazes I've Had'.Hayes: Children's essays on 'The Games I Like Best'. Cranford: Children's essays on 'A Description of a
Game I Know'. Helensburgh: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's essays on 'A Game I Play on the Playground or
on the Street'. Helston: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of games with things (Jacks and card
games) and running around games.

Langholm: Langholm
Academy. Liss: Liss County
Junior School. Liverpool:
Waterloo County Secondary
School. Somerset: Lydeard
St. Lawrence Country
Primary School. Small
London Schools:
Cricklewood, Putney,
Wandsworth, Whetstone,
Wood Green, Mill Hill, Acton,
Forest Hill, Golders Green.
London: Walworth
Secondary School. London:
Kilburn. London, Fulham:
Munster Jr. Mixed School.
London: Fulham: Beaufort
House J.M School. London:
Hampstead: Netley J.M.
School

Langholm: 992; Liss: 1284;
Liverpool: 1295; London:
Fulham:1311; Netley: 1314;
Kilburn: 114; Walworth:
1397; Somerset: 1393

7 x envelopes for London letters; 1
x envelope Somerset letters; 1 x
envelope Liverpool letters; 1 x
envelope Liss letters; 1 x envelope
Langholm letters

Langholm: Correspondence between the teacher and the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around games; games with
things (conkers, marbles); skipping games and rhymes; ball bouncing games and ball bouncing rhymes. Liss: A letter from the
teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around games; ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; pretend games
('Dragon') and singing games. Liverpool: Children's descriptions of ball games; skipping games and rhymes; running around
games and games with things. Somerset: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around
games; skipping games and rhymes; 'gambling games' and singing games. Small London Schools: Children's descriptions of
ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; running around games; their hobbies; skipping games; running around games; singing games
and different sports they play. London: Walworth Secondary School: Correspondence between the Opies and the teacher.
Children's descriptions of running around games. London: Kilburn: Letters from Roger Mayne to the Opies. Children's
descriptions of running around games and games with things (Conkers). London, Fulham: Letters from the teacher to the
Opies. Children's descriptions of ball games; games with things (Jacks, Picture Cards, Marbles and Five Stones); running around
games; ball bouncing rhymes. A typed up version of a singing game. Fulham: Children's descriptions of ball games; games with
things; running around games; ball bouncing rhymes; skipping games and singing games. London: Hampstead: Letters from
the teacher to the Opies. Children's drawings and descriptions of up version of a singing game. Fulham: Children's descriptions of
ball games; games with things; running around games; ball bouncing rhymes; skipping games and singing games.

Langholm: Miss
Smart. Liss:
Dennis Dolman.
Liverpool: ?
Somerset: Mona
Penny. London:
Walworth
Secondary
School: Miss
Valery Avery.
London: Kilburn:
Roger Mayne.
London:
Fulham:
I.H.W.Haines.
London:
Fulham: ?
London:
Hampstead:
Head Master: Mr.
D.D. Mackay
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1
19 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.

1960,
1961,
1974,
1989

Montrose: Southesk School,
Montrose. New Cumnock:
Bank J.S. School. New
York: ? Norwich: ? Market
Rasen: The Modern School,
Market Rasen, Lincs.
Middleton Cheney: ?
Manchester: Sale Grammar
School for Boys

Montrose:
Graham Stephen.
New Cumnock:
'The English Staff'.
New York: Iona
seems to have
made the notes.
Norwich: ?
Market Rasen:
S. Vickers.
Middleton
Cheney: ?
Manchester: Mr
Urwin

Manchester: 435; Market
Rasen: 584; Middleton
Cheney: 1472; Montrose:
2237; New Cumnock: 1441;
New York City - ; Norwich:
1481

1 x envelope Market Rasen letters;
2 x envelopes Manchester letters;
1 x envelope Middleton Cheney
letters; 1 x enveope Montrose
letters; 1 x envelope New York City
letters; 1 x envelope New
Cumnock letters; 1 x envelope
Norwich letters; 1 x newspaper
clipping from TES (1956)

Montrose: Correspondence between the teacher and the Opies. A clipping from a 'The Scotsman' with an advert written by the
teacher asking for children's games and lore . A clipping from the 'Daily Record' (1975) about Graham Stephen who is compiling a
book about children's traditional games. A copy of 'We Belong to Yesterday' written by 'Independent Television for Schools': a
guide to summer term 1974. Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; ball games and ball bouncing rhymes. New
Cumnock: Correspondence between the Opies and staff at the school. Children's descriptions of ball games and ball bouncing
rhymes and skipping games and rhymes. New York: Iona Opie's notes from New York and some children's notes on singing
games. Norwich: Children's descriptions of games with things (Conkers, Marbles and Roller Skates); ball games; running around
games and pretend play. Small note cards with Peter Opies notes on them. A letter to Peter Opie regarding stocks and shares.
Market Rasen: Correspondence between the Opies and the teacher at the school. Opie notes on the children's letters. Children's
descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; ball games; ball bouncing rhymes; games with things; running around games.
Middleton Cheney: Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; running around games; ball games and ball bouncing
rhymes and games with things. Manchester: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of current crazes in
the school (e.g. toys they've collected in cereal packets, running around games, ball games. Children's essays on their favourite
hobbies. Newspaper clippings from 'The Evening Chronicle' about the 'Secret World of Children' written by Mr Urwin who taught
at Sale Grammar School.

20 Schools
and after

1960 Children's papers
and
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Peer Play -letters from teachers
containing information on the games
and lore present in their classrooms
and playgrounds; children's
descriptions of various games,
counting out rhymes and playground
lore.

1972,
1978,
1960,
1961,

Offham, Kent: County
Primary School, Offham,
Maidstone, Kent. Oxford:
Headington Secondary
School. Tividale: Tividale
hall C.P. School. Perth:
Kinnoull School.
Nottingham: Blue Bell Hill
School. Orkney: Kirkwall:
The Grammar
School.Stromness: The
Academy, Stromness.
Flotta: Public School.

Offham, Kent:
Mrs Eileen
Melville. Oxford:
Miss Margaret
Hornsey.
Tividale: Edward
Chitham. Perth:
J. Soane
(Headmaster).
Nottingham: R.A
Smith
(Headmaster).
Orkney,
Kirkwall: H.G.
MacKerron
(Rector).
Stromness: W.
Groundwater
(Rector). Flotta:
JIH Fleming (Head
teacher)
Contacts:
Cuthbert Graham
at AJL, Mr J.K
Peters (The Press
and Journal).

Nottingham: 2444; Offham:
1496; Orkney: Stomness:
1404l Kirkwell: 1273; Flotta:
1445; Oxford: 661; Perth:
753; Tividale: 2059

3 x envelopes Orkney letters; 1 x
envelope Nottingham letters; 1 x
envelope Offham letters; 1 x
envelope Oxford letters; 1 x
envelope Perth letters; 1 x
envelope Tividale letters

Offham, Kent: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around games. Oxford: Correspondence
between the Opies and the teacher. Notes written by the Opies and follow up questions for the children. Children's descriptions of
games with things (marbles, cards and Five Stones); ball games; running around games; pretend games (pirates). Tividale:
Letter from the teacher to the Opies. The teacher’s notes on rhymes found in his daughter's playground. Children's descriptions
of counting out rhymes; ball games; running around games; skipping games and rhymes. Perth: Correspondence between the
Opies and the Head Master. A Christmas card from the Head Master, enclosed is a family photograph. Children's descriptions of
running around games; skipping games and rhymes; ball games; games with things ('Knifie'). Nottingham: A letter from the
Headmaster to the Opies. Children's booklet 'Children's Games at Blue Bell Hiil School'. Orkney, Kirkwall: Correspondence
between the Rector and the Opies. Children's descriptions of ball games; traditional games to Orkney; ball games. Stromness:
Correspondence between the Rector and the Opies. Children's descriptions of running around games and singing games. Flotta:
Correspondence between the Head teacher and the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes. Newspaper
clipping from the Telegraph (1961) about the storm-bound island. Foula.

N/A

1 X envelope containing 'Bairn
Rhymes of the North' articles;
bundles of loose letters.

Inside the envelope: 44 newspaper clippings from and relating to the 'Bairn Rhymes of the North' series in 'The Press and
Journal'. Bundles of letters relating to correspondence between the Aberdeen Journals Limited and the Opies, discussing the
'Bairn Rhyme' letters. 138 Letters regarding local rhymes and songs sent in to the 'The Press and Journal' for 'Bairn Rhymes'
series (should these have been returned to the editor?) Letters from teachers and individuals across Scotland.

1 x envelope containing
information sent in by Dr. Turner.
1 x envelope containing
information sent in by Dorothy
Howard. 1 x bundle of papers
relating to Dr. Turner's mansucript
concerning children's rhymes.

Envelope relating to Dr. Turner: Dr Turner's manuscript: 'The Play-Rhymes of Australian Children'. Some descriptions written by
children of their rhymes, including skipping rhymes. Correspondence between the Opies and Dr. Turner. Envelope relating to
Dorothy Howard: the 'Remains only' of her notes and the rhymes and games she collected, these have been clipped. A copy of
the questionnaire Howard used to collect her material. A copy of Howard's article ' The Game of Knucklebones' in Australia.
Bundle of paper relating to Dr. Turner's manuscript and some correspondence between he and the Opies.

Large unsorted bundle of papers
and 1 x unused brown envelope

Children's essays on: 'Why I like television'; 'Three books on a desert island'; 'What I want to be when I leave school' and 'What I
did on November 5th'.

20

2

21
21 Opie collection Children's papers
Schools
- and
Miscellaneous
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

22

23

24

Newspaper clippings regarding the
N/A
'Bairn rhymes of the North' series in
the 'Aberdeen Press and Journal'
November 1959 - January 1960;
correspondence between the Aberdeen
journal and the Opies. Batches of
letters collected by the editors sent in
by people recalling rhymes from their
childhood.
22 Opie collection Children's papers Peer play - Essays and material
1950s
Schools
- and
concerning children's rhymes collected
Miscellaneous
correspondence by Dr. Ian Turner from Victoria,
between the
Australia. He seems to have collected
Opies and
and typed out hundreds of rhymes
teachers
across Australia. Some descriptions of
these rhymes and skipping games
written by children. Correspondence
between Dr Turner and P.Opie. Copy of
'Western Folklore' journal.

N/A

23 Opie collection Children's essays Camberwell Public Libraries Essay
Schools
Competition, November 1952. Topics:
Miscellaneous
'Why I like television'; 'Three books on
a desert island'; What I want to be
when I leave school; 'What I did on
November 5th'.

Peckham Secondary School, Miss G. Johnson
Dulwich Hamlet School,
(chief librarian
Hollydale Primary School,
and curator)
Peckham Rye Primary School,
John Donne Primary School,
Oliver Goldsmith Primary
School, Credon Girls
Secondary Modern School,
William Penn Comprehensive
School, Langbourne Primary
School, Camelot Junior
School, Silverthorne
Secondary Modern School,
Grove Vale School, Nunhead
Secondary School, Peckham
Park Junior School, Dog
Kennel Hill School,

Novemb
er 1951
and
Novemb
er 1952

N/A

Dr. Ian Turner and N/A
Dorothy Howard

N/A
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Miss G. Johnson
(chief librarian
and curator)

Camberwell: 843

6 bundles of children's essays

Children's essays on 'All about my neighbourhood'; 'My friends and why I like then' and 'The best way to spend a winter evening'.

Miss G. Johnson
(chief librarian
and curator)

N/A

Unsorted bundle of essays

Children's essays on 'On Camberwell'; 'On a trip to the moon'; 'On a country I would like to visit'; 'On my favourite hero'.

Miss G. Johnson
(chief librarian
and curator)

N/A

Unsorted bundle of essays

Children's essays on 'On Camberwell'; 'On a Trip to the Moon'; 'On a Country I would like to visit'; 'On my Favourite Hero'.

Miss G. Johnson
(chief librarian
and curator)

N/A

Unsorted bundle of essays

Children's essays on 'On Camberwell'; 'On a Trip to the Moon'; 'On a Country I would like to visit'; 'On my Favourite Hero'.

1
24 Opie collection Children's essays Camberwell Public Libraries Essay
1951
Schools
Competition, November 1952. Topics: and
Miscellaneous
'All about my neighbourhood'; 'My
1954
friends and why I like them'; 'The best
way to spend an evening'.

25
25 Opie collection Children's essays Camberwell Public Libraries Essay
Schools
Competition, November 1952. Topics:
Miscellaneous
'On Camberwell'; 'On a Trip to the
Moon'; 'On a Country I would like to
visit'; 'On my Favourite Hero'.

1955
and
1956

26 Opie collection Children's essays Camberwell Public Libraries Essay
Schools
Competition, November 1952. Topics:
Miscellaneous
'On Camberwell'; 'On a Trip to the
Moon'; 'On a Country I would like to
visit'; 'On my Favourite Hero'.

1955
and
1956

27 Opie collection Children's essays Camberwell Public Libraries Essay
Schools
Competition, November 1952. Topics:
Miscellaneous
'On Camberwell'; 'On a Trip to the
Moon'; 'On a Country I would like to
visit'; 'On my Favourite Hero'.

1955
and
1956

2
26

27

28

Peckham Secondary School,
Dulwich Hamlet School,
Hollydale Primary School,
Peckham Rye Primary School,
John Donne Primary School,
Oliver Goldsmith Primary
School, Credon Girls
Secondary Modern School,
William Penn Comprehensive
School, Langbourne Primary
School, Camelot Junior
School, Silverthorne
Secondary Modern School,
Grove Vale School, Nunhead
Secondary School, Peckham
Park Junior School, Dog
Kennel Hill School,
Peckham Secondary School,
Dulwich Hamlet School,
Hollydale Primary School,
Peckham Rye Primary School,
John Donne Primary School,
Oliver Goldsmith Primary
School, Credon Girls
Secondary Modern School,
William Penn Comprehensive
School, Langbourne Primary
School, Camelot Junior
School, Silverthorne
Secondary Modern School,
Grove Vale School, Nunhead
Secondary School, Peckham
Park Junior School, Dog
Kennel Hill School,
Peckham Secondary School,
Dulwich Hamlet School,
Hollydale Primary School,
Peckham Rye Primary School,
John Donne Primary School,
Oliver Goldsmith Primary
School, Credon Girls
Secondary Modern School,
William Penn Comprehensive
School, Langbourne Primary
School, Camelot Junior
School, Silverthorne
Secondary Modern School,
Grove Vale School, Nunhead
Secondary School, Peckham
Park Junior School, Dog
Kennel Hill School,
Peckham Secondary School,
Dulwich Hamlet School,
Hollydale Primary School,
Peckham Rye Primary School,
John Donne Primary School,
Oliver Goldsmith Primary
School, Credon Girls
Secondary Modern School,
William Penn Comprehensive
School, Langbourne Primary
School, Camelot Junior
School, Silverthorne
Secondary Modern School,
Grove Vale School, Nunhead
Secondary School, Peckham
Park Junior School, Dog
Kennel Hill School,
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1956 Peckham Secondary School,
Dulwich Hamlet School,
Hollydale Primary School,
Peckham Rye Primary School,
John Donne Primary School,
Oliver Goldsmith Primary
School, Credon Girls
Secondary Modern School,
William Penn Comprehensive
School, Langbourne Primary
School, Camelot Junior
School, Silverthorne
Secondary Modern School,
Grove Vale School, Nunhead
Secondary School, Peckham
Park Junior School, Dog
Kennel Hill School,
1961 Peckham Secondary School,
Dulwich Hamlet School,
Hollydale Primary School,
Peckham Rye Primary School,
John Donne Primary School,
Oliver Goldsmith Primary
School, Credon Girls
Secondary Modern School,
William Penn Comprehensive
School, Langbourne Primary
School, Camelot Junior
School, Silverthorne
Secondary Modern School,
Grove Vale School, Nunhead
Secondary School, Peckham
Park Junior School, Dog
Kennel Hill School,
NA
London: Maria Assumption
Training College; The Oratory
Infants, Stewart's Grove,
S.W.3; Derwentwater School,
Acton; Rosary School,
Haverstock Hill, London,
N.W.; Park Lane Primary
School, Wembley, Middlesex;
Saint Thomas' Infants,
Fulham; St.Vicent's School,
Mill Hill, NW.7; St. Anthony's
School, Forest Gate, E.7; Our
Lady of Lourdes, East
Finchley; St. Monica's
Primary School, Southgate;
Cranford Park JM School,
Phelps Way, Hayes,
Middlesex; Acton Wells
School, School Road, Victoria
Road, North Acton; St.
Winifride's School, Manor
Park, London, E.12; Garden
Suburb School, Child's Way,
Golders Green; Burnt Oak
School; St. Albans School,
Herring School, London,
S.E.5; St. Edwards School,
East Ham; Gillespie School,
N.5

Miss G. Johnson
(chief librarian
and curator)

Camberwell: 843

Unsorted bundle of essays

Children's essays on 'My Camping Holiday'; 'Who I would like to be' and 'If I had a Pound to Spend'.

Miss G. Johnson
(chief librarian
and curator)

Camberwell: 843

Unsorted bundle of essays

Children's essays on 'The games I play with my friends'.

NA

NA

Bundles of essays belonging to
each school

The Oratory Infants, Stewart's Grove: Children's large drawings of the games they play, accompanied by a few lines of
description. Derwentwater School, Acton: Children's small drawings of the games they play, accompanied by a few lines of
description. Rosary School: Children's small drawings of the games they play, accompanied by a few lines of description. Park
Lane Primary School: Children's small drawings of the games they play, accompanied by a few lines of description. Saint
Thomas' Infants: Children's essays on what they do when they are alone. Maria Assumption Training College: Children's
essays on 'A game you enjoy playing'. St. Vincent's School: Children's essays on 'My favourite game'. St Anthony's School:
Children's essays on 'My favourite game'. Our Lady of Lourdes: Children's essays on their 'best' game. Cranford Park JM
School: Children's essays on 'The most exciting game I have ever played'. St. Monica's Primary School: Children's small
deawins of the games they played, accompanied by a few lines of description. Acton Well School: Children's essays on 'Games I
like playing'. St. Winifride's School: Children's essays on their favourite game. Garden Suburb School: Children's essays on
'My most exciting game'. Burnt Oak: Children's essays on their favourite game. St. Albans School: Children's essays on their
favourite game. St Edwards School: Children's essays on 'My favourite game'. Gillespie School: Children's essays on 'My
favourite game'.

1
28 Opie collection Children's essays Camberwell Public Libraries Essay
Schools
Competition - Topics: My Camping
Miscellaneous
Holiday'; 'If I had a Pound to Spend'.

29
29 Opie collection Children's essays Camberwell Public Libraries Essay
Schools
Competition
Miscellaneous

2
30
30 Opie collection Children's papers
Schools
- and
Miscellaneous
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

31

Peer Play- drawings by young children
and a line of writing about what they
play; descriptions of children's games
and songs. All begin 'my favourite
game'.
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NA

Bundles of essays belonging to
each school

Entire box contains children’s essays on their favourite game

1
31 Opie collection Children's letters
Schools
- and
Miscellaneous
correspondence
between the
Opies and
informants

NA

32

33
2

34

35

32 Opie collection Children's letters
Schools
- and
Miscellaneous
correspondence
between the
Opies and
informants

Correspondence between Opies and a 1952
Swansea: Glanmor
Mrs Joyce from Swansea. She has sent onwards Secondary School for Girls.
in different rhymes that she has picked
up from children she teaches (none are
written by the children themselves.
School magazines x 3 from Glanmor
Secondary school for girls. Peer play children's descriptions of games and
rhymes (bad condition)

Joyce Terrett (13
St. Albans Road,
Brynmill,
Swansea)

Swansea: 442

1 x envelope containing letters
between the Opies and Joy Terrett
in Swansea. 1 x bundle of
Children's letter.

Envelope: Correspondence between the Opies and Joyce Terrett; notes written by Joyce Terrett on the games and rhymes she
has collected; newspaper clippings relating to children's play; cards from Joyce Terrett to the Opies; 3 x school magazines
'Glanmor' from Glanmor Secondary School for Girls'. Bundle of documents: Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes
and ball bouncing rhymes.

33 Opie collection Children's letters
Schools
- and
Miscellaneous
correspondence
between the
Opies and
informants
34 Opie collection Children's essays
Schools
Miscellaneous

2 x books of children's games and
rhymes collected by J.A.Terrett 1952
from Glanmor secondary School for
girls. Peer play - children's
descriptions of games and rhymes

Joyce Terrett (13
St. Albans Road,
Brynmill,
Swansea)

Swansea: 443

2 x exercise books; 8 bundles of
children's letters. Some loose
items.

Exercise books: Contain Joyce Terrett's notes on the singing games and rhymes she has collected. 8 bundles: Children's
descriptions of skipping rhymes. Loose letters from Joyce Terrett to the Opies.

NA

NA

2 x bundles of essays and a large
number of loose papers

Plymouth: ? St
Andrews: J.
Thompson
(Rector) (came to
the Opies via Miss
Gullen).
Scarborough:
Ruby Horsman
(via Miss Gullen).
Salford: Mr
Norman Akister
(Head Teacher)
(via J.A. Barnes,
Director of
Education, City of
Salford).
Garderhouse:
Anita Colquhoun;
Westerskeld:
Mrs Inga Thomson
(Head Teacher)
Scalloway:
Robert
Hutchinson;
Shetland: Mrs J.
Grant Wood.
Stirling:
Alexander L. Stark
(Head Master)
South Africa Smith.
Stornoway:Gertr

Plymouth: 1266; St
Andrews: 1272; Salford:
2024; Scarborough: 1280;
Shetland: 1307, 1308, 1309,
1322; South Africa: A913;
Spennymoor: 561; Stirling:
1446; Stornoway, Isle of
Lewis: 1493; Swansea:
1318. 1316, 1317, 442;
Twickenham: 1128;
Welshpool: 1654, 1663,
1662, West Ham: 1168;
Widecombe-in-the-Moor:
1261; Wigan: 1329;
Wilmslow: 1163;
Windermere: 1301, 1302,
Wolstanton: 1414; York:
597; Mixed Schools via
1128; Minor School: 2083,
2091

1 x envelope Plymouth letters; 1 x
envelope St. Andrews letters; 1 x
envelope Scarborough letters; 1 x
envelope Salford letters; 1 x
envelope Orkney letters;

Children's essays on Comics. Include references to Lions; TV fun; TV comic; Jack and Jill; Robin; Sun; Comet; Sunny Stories;
Dandy; Swift; Wizard; Film Fun; Girl's Crystal; Adventure; Girl; Eagle; Junior Express; Junior Mirror; Junior Sketch; Eagle;
Playbox; Knockout; Rainbow; Beano; Radio Fun; Hotspur; Tiny Tots; Topper; Champion; Mickey mouse and Tarzan. Opie list of
how many times these references appear.
Plymouth: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of games with things (Marbles); skipping games and
rhymes and running around games. St Andrews: Letters from J. Thompson to Miss Gullen. Children's descriptions of pretend
games; ball games; running around games and games with things. Scarborough: Correspondence between the Opies and the
teacher. Children's descriptions of running around games; ball games and singing games. Salford: Correspondence between the
Opies and the Head Teacher. Children's descriptions of running around games and ball games. Orkney: Correspondence
between the Opies and the teachers. Children's descriptions of pretend games; skipping games and rhymes; running around
games and singing games. Shetland: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of pretend games; counting
out rhymes; ball games; running around games. Stirling: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of
singing games. South Africa: Letter from the Opies contact. The Opies contact's notes on what particular games are found in
what school. Stornoway: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children’s descriptions of running around games; ball games;
singing games; skipping games and pretend games. Spennymoor: Letters from the teacher to the Opies. Children's essays on
the 'Games and Crazes of School children.

1953
Swansea: Glanmor
onwards Secondary School for Girls.

Children's essays about comics

35 Opie Survey - Children's papers Peer play - children's descriptions of
Schoolchildren's and
their games, songs and rhymes
papers P-S
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

36

London: Gillespie Primary JM NA
School, Highbury, London,
N5; The Annunciation School,
Burnt Oak, Middlesex; St
Thomas School, Dawes Road,
SW6; St. Antony's School,
Forest Gate, E.7; Stockwell
Road Junior Girls School,
Brixton; Bousfield Junior
School; Robert Browning
School; Brompton Oratory
Primary School; St Albans
Roman Catholic Junior
School; St. Edwards School,
East Ham; Christ Church
School, Hampstead; Cranford
Park School; Belmont
Primary School, Harrow
Wealdstone; St. Joseph's
School, Chelsea;

1954 Children from across London

NA

Plymouth: Pennycross
Primary School; St
Andrews: Madras College.
Scarborough: Gladstone
Road Junior School. Salford:
St Clements Primary School.
Shetland: Westerskeld:
Skelf Public School
Garderhouse: Sand School
Scalloway: Scalloway Junior
Secondary School. Shetland:
Livister school, Whalsay,
Shetland. Stirling: St.
Ninians School. South
Africa: Rosettenville School,
Kenilworth Junior School,
Townsview Primary School,
Hill Extension Primary; St
Roses Catholic Convent.
Stornoway: The Nicholson
Institute. Spennymoor:
Spennymoor Grammar
Technical School
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Swansea:
Brynmill Junior
Mixed School:
Reginald Gammon
(?), Waunarlwydd
Junior School:
Dorothy Lloyd.
Mayhill Junior Girls
School: Joyce
Terrett.
Twickenham: Mr
Stanton.
Welshpool: F.H.
Rosser
(Headmistress)

6 x envelopes Swansea letters; 2 x Swansea: Brynmill Junior Mixed School: 3 x exercise books of children's descriptions of singing games; ball games; skipping
envelopes Welshpool letters; 1 x
games and rhymes and running around games. Waunarlwydd Junior School: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's
envelope Twickehnham letters
descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; singing games; counting out rhymes; running around games and games with things.
MayHill Junior Girls School: 1 x exercise book listing skipping and counting out rhymes sung by the children. Correspondence
between Joyce Terrett and the Opies and letters to the Opie's children. 2 x photographs of Joyce Terrett. Children's lists of
skipping rhymes and ball bouncing rhymes and party and street games. Twickenham: Correspondence between the teacher and
the Opies. Children's essays on their hobbies and crazes. Welshpool: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's
descriptions of running around games; games with things; singing games and ball games.

1
36 Opie Survey - Children's papers Peer play - children's descriptions of
Schoolchildren's and
their games, songs and rhymes
papers S-W
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

Swansea: Brynmill Junior
Mixed School, Waunarlwydd
Junior School, Mayhill Junior
Girls School. Twickenham:
Technical School.
Welshpool: Welshpool
Secondary Modern

37 Opie Survey - Children's papers Peer play - children's descriptions of
Schoolchildren's and
their games, songs and rhymes
papers W
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

West Ham: Godwin County
Primary School. Welshpool:
Ardwyn Nursery Infant
School, Welshpool.
Widecombe-in-the-Moor:
The County Primary School,
Widecome-in-the-Moor,
Newton Abbot. Wigan: St.
Cuthbert's Junior School,
Pemberton, Wigan.
Wilmslow: Chancel Lane C
of E Controlled School

37

38
2

38 Opie Survey - Children's papers Peer play - children's descriptions of
Schoolchildren's and
their games, songs and rhymes
papers
correspondence
between the
Opies and
teachers

39

40

41

42

43

44

39 Oxford Book of Opie publications Manuscripts relating to Oxford Book of
Children's
Children's Verse
Verse:
Typescripts/Not
es/Cuttings/Part
ial Drafts
40 Oxford Book of Opie publications Typescripts for Oxford Book of
Children's
Children's Verse
Verse: Original
Typescripts
1972
41 Oxford Book of Opie publications Reviews of Oxford Book of Children's
Children's Verse
Verse
[Reviews]
42 Oxford Book of Opie publications Correspondence with OUP
Children's Verse
correspondence
with OUP
43 Classic
Opie publications
fairytales/correc
ted
typescripts/phot
ocopies
of
British
library
titles etc

West Ham:
Robert Richards.
Welshpool: Miss
Griffiths.
Widecombe-inthe-Moor:
F.A.Baldock.
Wigan: Mr
B.J.Murphy
(Headmaster).
Wilmslow: Roy
H. Couchman
(Heamaster)
Wolstanton: Wolstanton
Wolstanton:
Ellison Street County Primary C.T.Saunders
School. York: Tang Hall
(Headmaster).
Junior School. Windermere: York: Miss Theo
Huyton College and
Ross.
Windermere Endowed School Windermere: ?
for Girls. Mixed Schools: St.
Leonards: St Mary Star of
the Sea Basildon: St.
Teresa's Roman Catholic
School Blackburn: At Anne's
Roman Catholic Primary
School; Maidenhead: St
Marys Roman Catholic
School; Burnt Oak: The
Annunciation York ?
Hertfordshire ? Minor
Schools: Brierfield,
Nelson, Lancs: Mansfield
County Secondary School;
Thornbury, Glos: ?

West Ham: 1168,
2 x envelope West Ham letters; 1 x
Welshpool:1662, Widecombe- envelope Welshpool letters; 1 x
in-the-Moor: 1261
envelope Widecombe-in-the-Moor
(Headmaster). Wigan: 1329. letters; 1 x envelope Wigan letters;
Wilmslow: 1163
1 x envelope Wilmslow letters

West Ham: A letter from the teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of counting out rhymes; running around games; ball
games; skipping games and rhymes and games with things. Welshpool: Correspondence between the Opies and the teacher.
Children’s descriptions of ball games and ball bouncing rhymes; running around games and singing games. Widecombe-in-theMoor: Correspondence between the Opies and the Headmaster. Children's descriptions of running around games. Wigan: Letter
from the Headmaster to the Opies. Children's descriptions of singing games; games with things; running around games; ball
games; skipping games and rhymes and counting out rhymes. Wilmslow: Letters from the Headmaster to the children.
Children's essays on 'My Favourite Game'.

Wolstanton:1414; York:597;
Windermere: 1302; St.
Leonards: 1351; Basildon:
1360; Blackburn: 1352;
Maidenhead: 1355; Burnt
Oak: 1349; York: 1556;
Hertfordshire: 1293

Wolstanton: A letter from the Headmaster to the Opies. Children's essays on 'Games and Crazes'. York: Letters from the
teacher to the Opies. Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; ball games and running around games.
Windermere: Children’s descriptions of running around games; ball games; skipping games and rhymes and singing games.
Mixed Schools: Children's descriptions of running around games; singing games; skipping games and rhymes; ball games;
games with things. Minor Schools: Children's descriptions of skipping games and rhymes; running around games and ball
games.

1 x envelope Wolstanton letters; 1
envelope York letters; 1 x envelope
Windermere letters; 1 x envelope
Mixed schools letters; 1 x envelope
Minor Schools.
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45

46

47

48

49

50
2

51

52

53

54

55

44 Classic
Opie publications
fairytales:
drafts and part
manuscript and
correspondence
45 Classic
Opie publications
fairytales:
typescripts/preli
ms/caps/index
46 Classic
Opie publications
fairytales:
1st
P.B
Edition
1980 - Galleys
(corrected) and
page proofs
47 Puffin Book of Opie
Nursery
Rhymes (page
proofs)
48 Puffin Book of Opie
Nursery
Rhymes
1963
(correspondenc
e, Mock-up)
49 Puffin Book of Opie
Nursery
Rhymes
(aftermath)
50 Puffin Book of Opie
Nursery
Rhymes (mainly
correspondence
)
51 Lore
and Opie
Language
of
schoolchildren
(manuscript)
52 Lore
and Opie
Language
of
schoolchildren
(manuscript)
53 Lore
and Opie
Language
of
Schoolchildren
(proofs)
54 Lore
and Opie
Language
of
Schoolchildren
(proofs)
55 Children's
Opie
Games in Street
and Playground Original
manuscript

publications

publications

publications Letters from various publishers asking
to re-publish material from the Puffin
Nursery Rhyme book in their own
publications
publications

publications

publications

publications

publications

publications

56

57

58

59

60

56 Children's
Opie publications
Games in Street
and Playground Mss 1968
57 Children's
Opie publications
Games in Street
and Playground Printer's
marked
typescript
58 Children's
Opie publications
Games in Street
and Playground Printer's
marked
typescript/phot
os
59 Children's
Opie publications
Games in Street
and Playground Proofs 1969

E

Date
School
Range

F

G

H

Teacher/Cont Opie address book
act at the
number
school

I

Physical description

J
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1

61
62

63

64

65

66

2
67

68

69

70

60 Children’s
Opie publications
Games calendar
- 1975
61 I Saw Esau' - Opie publications
proof copy
62 Peter Opie - Opie publications
Folklore Theory
[Notes
and
Ideas
for
lectures]
63 Oxford Nursery Opie publications
Rhyme Book Typescript/corre
spondence/Offp
rint’s from 'The
Periodical' 1955
64 Oxford Nursery
Rhyme
Book
correspondence
/Proof
65 Oxford Nursery
Rhyme
Book/Proof
66 Ditties
for
Nursery:
MSS/Galley
Proofs/correspo
ndence/Original
/Drawings
by
Monica Walker
67 Ditties for the
Nursery (Mason
and Balfour)
68 A
Nursery
Companion:
Page
proofs/Pasteup/Bromides/Ga
lleyproofs/typescrip
t/drafts
69 A
Nursery
Companion:
Page
proofs/Pasteup/Bromides/Ga
lleyproofs/typescrip
t/drafts
70 B.B.C
(Opie
Broadcasts)

Opie publications

71 Opie
Correspondence
A-C
72 Opie
Correspondence
D-GR
73 Opie
Correspondence
from F.Doreen
Gullen letters to
and from Iona
Opie
1967 July 1990

Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants

74 Opie
Correspondence
from F.Doreen
Gullen letters to
and from Iona
Opie
1948 1981
75 Opie
Correspondence
GW-J

Letters between
the Opies and
informants

Opie publications

Opie publications

Opie publications

Opie publications

Opie publications

Scripts for interviews (mainly about
Lore and Language)/Correspondence
with BBC/the questionnaire they wrote
for Lore and Language/Scripts for BBC
radio shows

71

72

73

74

75

76

Letters between
the Opies and
informants

Miss Florence Doreen Gullen (no.27 in
the Opie address book) was working
for the Scottish Educational Journal in
Edinburgh. Interested in children's
rhymes and games.
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F

G
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I
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A

B

C
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No. the front
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Content

1

77

76 Opie
correspondence
K-Q
77 Opie
correspondence

78
78 Opie
correspondence
79
79 Opie
correspondence
80
80 Opie
correspondence
81
81 Opie
correspondence
82
82 Opie
correspondence
83
83 Opie
correspondence
84
84 Opie
correspondence
85
85 Opie
correspondence
86
2
87

86 Opie Letters
87 Opie Letters

88
88 Opie Letters
89
89 Opie Letters
90
90 Opie Letters
91
91 Opie Letters
92
92 Opie Letters
93
93 Opie Letters
94
94 Opie Letters
95
95 Opie Letters
96
96 Opie Letters
97
97 Opie Letters
98
98 Opie Letters
99
99 Opie Letters
100
100 Opie Letters
101
101 Opie Letters
102
102 Opie Letters
103
103 Opie Letters
104
104 Opie Letters
105
105 Opie Letters
106
106 Opie Letters
107
107 Opie Letters
108
108 Opie Letters
109
109 Opie Letters
110
110 Opie Letters
111
111 Opie Letters
112

Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters between
the Opies and
informants
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies

Diaries

Tapes used for the New Yorker
interview
Personal albums
Private letters between Peter and Iona
Osborne - CBHS
Charles Morris (OUP rep)
Press cuttings unsorted
British Association
British Association
Festivals

E

Date
School
Range

F

G

H

Teacher/Cont Opie address book
act at the
number
school

I

Physical description

J

Intellectual content

Collection Overview

A

B

C

Opie Title/ Des- Series
Box cription on
No. the front
1
112 Opie Letters
113
113 Opie Letters
114
114 Opie Letters
115
115 Opie Letters
116
116 Opie Letters
117
117 Opie Letters
118
118 Opie Letters
119
119 Opie Letters
120
120 Opie Letters
121
121 Opie Letters
122
122 Opie Letters
123
123 Opie Letters
124
124 Opie Letters
125
125 Opie Letters
126
126 Opie Letters
127
2
128

127 Opie Letters
128 Opie Letters

129
129 Opie Letters
130
130 Opie Letters
131
131 Opie Letters
132
132 Opie Letters
133
133 Opie Letters
134
134 Opie Letters
135
135 Opie Letters
136
136 Opie Letters
137
137 Opie Letters
138
138 Opie Letters
139
139 Opie Letters
140
140 Opie Letters
141
141 Opie Letters
142
142 Opie Letters
143
143 Opie Letters
144
144 Opie Letters
145
145 Opie Letters
146
146 Opie Letters
147
147 Opie Letters
148
148 Opie Letters
149
149 Opie Letters
150
150 Opie Letters
151

Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies
Letters written
by the Opies

D
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F

G
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I
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NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Acting : Witch [Mother the Cakes are Burning]'. The file contains all the Opies' notes on the game commonly known
as 'The Witch' and 'Mother the Cake is Burning'. Alongside the Opie notes are descriptions sent in by children during the surveys.
Also contains cuttings from journals and books and a list of the academic sources they have used. File 2: 'Catching Games,
Side to Side I'. The file contains the Opies' notes on British Bulldog, Wall to Wall, Walk the Plank or Join the Crew and Hopping
Games. Includes variations of these games and the names of these. Alongside this are children's descriptions and illustrations of
the games and clippings from books and journals.
File 1: 'Catching Games: Side to Side II'. The file contains the Opies' notes on Wall to Wall (and variations including Chinese
Wall, Den to Den, Top and Bottom, Over the Wall, Giants on the Wall, Running Across, Sheep Dog, Charlie, Foxes and hounds,
Touch Road Must Go Over, Press Button, Cross Channel, Lollipop, lollu, Poison, Sheep Sheep Come Home, Tallyho, Black Peter,
King Alely, Middlers, Pomp Pomp Pull Away or Pom Pom, Lockit, Brickers Last Up, Half the Loaf, Yorkshire Pudding, Hop and a
Stag, Hopping Red Rover, Hoppy Bowfy, Hopping Johnny, Battle, Hunter and His Dog, One, Two, Three, Lamp Oil, Vicious
Bulldog, German Bulldog Running Across, Foxes, How Many Miles to Babylon, Katie on the Landing, Cigarettes, Long Lamp, The
Jungle is on Fire, Tally-ho, Barging One Another) Kings Queens and Jacks, Barley Break and Chain-He (played side-to-side and
includes Barley Break as a remote ancestor). Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
File 2: 'Catching: Den & Prisoner'. The file contains all the Opie's notes on the children's games 'Prisoner's Base or Bars',
French and English, Hunt the Keg, Steal the Stone, Catch the Salmon and Catch the Herring. Contains children's descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also contains a postcard with an illustration of Saint Nicholas. File 3: 'Chain He'.
The file contains all the Opies' notes on the game 'Chain He'. Include the variants Sticky Toffee; Chain He; Chain Touch; Linking
Up Tag; Doctor; Fish in the Net; Chained Tig; Chainy Tig; Chain He; Chain Tiggy; Chain He; Long Chain Tag; Dragon's Tail;
Fishes in the Net; String Touch; Long Tag; Crackum; Altogether Tiggy; Knocky Knole; Bully; Creed; Staggy and Cree. Contains
children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also contains some letters for informants and
correspondents. File 4: 'Chaser at Disadvantage': The file contains the Opies' notes on the children's games Cat and Mouse;
Fox and Chickens (Fox in the Hole); Blind Man's Buff; Jingling; Frog in the Middle and Baste the Bear. Contains children's
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

1
151 Acting:
witch Opie sheet files
catching
games: side to
side I
152
152 Chaser
at Opie sheet files
adventure;
Chain
He;
catching
den
and
prisoner;
Catching games
side to side II

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

4 X sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

153 Counting
out: Opie sheet files
other
ways
counting
out;
general
gibberish;
'surprise'
chasing games

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files relating to
'Childrens Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Counting Out: General & Gibberish'. The file's content page reads: 'bibliography, historical, literary references,
different ways of counting out, general descriptions, counting out with rhyme till last two, then by other method, dealing who call
be the Counter; names for counting out; counting out rhymes; the principal player in other games, e.g. the one standing in front
in 'Film Stars'; foreign rhymes, alphabetically by countries; gibberish counting; lists of dipping rhymes known at one school, by
one child, alphabetically by schools, old ways of counting out, with fingers in cap and envelope, cuttings and notes once inserted
in Bolton.' Includes drafts of the map that appeared on 'The Lore and Language of School Children'. File 2: 'Counting-out:
Other Ways'. The contents page reads: Drawing lots with pieces of grass and choosing; footing it; wettest fingers; paper,
scissors, stone, shut eyes and point, pile of hands, ball in the circle, spit splashing, eldest, tossing up, till one left, choosing
colour, voting, woman or man, guessing how many fingers, last to - win race; join game; put hand in bucket; get 'off ground';
bob down; touch ground and turn around; touch wood; step outside the circle and be touched by others, shouting/claiming; I
draw a snake; trial of strength; catching ball, nerve tests, first to flinch or seek, choosing best pal, teams, picking sides, placing
latecomers, deciding which team is 'on' tossing - with coin; stone wet or dry; cricket bat and clot of earth if breaks. Also contains
newspaper clippings and photographs. File 3:' 'Suspense: Chasing Games'. (No contents page). The file contains the Opie's
notes on the children's games: I'll follow my Mother to Market; The Cane; Mr Wolf; What's the Time Mr Wolf/Bear/Fox; Black
Peter; The Giant; Charlie Over the Water; Crusts and Crumbs; Ostrakinda; Rats and Rabbits and To Make an Apple Dumpling.

154 Conkers/ daring Opie sheet files
games/
counting out dip
31

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files relating to
'Childrens Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Counting Out: Dip 31-'. The contents page reads: Jonathan-Joseph-Jeremiah; I went to a Chinese laundry; Piggy on
the railway; Violets are blue, roses are red; Peter patter, over the water; Battling Billy caught a clout; Three wee tatties in a pot;
There was a little nigger; Eeny, meeny, miny, mo; If-icky, I-icky- had-icky; Three white horses in one stable; That's one;
Monkey, monkey, bottle of beer; William Penn was a good workman; My mother told me; Engine, engine, number nine; One,
two, sky blue; Cups and saucers for tea; Look upon the mantelpiece; Mickey Mouse brought a house; Turn round, touch ground;
Oranges, oranges, for a penny; Cock-a-doodle-do; Tobacco, tobacco, my little ship; Errie orrie round the table; In and out and
round about; My grandfather had an old horse-shoe; London County Council; Little man selling cattle; Your eyes are blue; My
Aunty Mable; Old Father Christmas...upset the cradle; Jack Spratt had a fight; As I sat up in a pear-tree; Old Dan Tucker climbed
a tree; Who's that knocking at my window; Silly Sleep Head; Andy pandy tiddle-dy-Dandy; Chickary chick, cha-la-, cha-la; There
was a farmer had a son; Father in the armchair; Poor Mrs Fluffy Ball; God's words come true; Patsy Green was a naughty girl;
Dip zu ala banana squash; My mother made a nice seedy cake; Tommy playing marbles; Jack in the bottle; God made a
mountain; Nigger, nigger never die; Oh, who will be king in this little game?; Leekie ma law, leekie ma la; Jane and Johnny went
out catching flies; Princess Elizabeth pricked her finger; Nursery rhymes used for counting out; I had a little monkey; Okee Pokee
crack me crown; Father Christmas grew some whiskers; My name is Adi Adi; Little man, little man, black and yellow; Teenie
weenie yellow polka dot bikini; With a watch, with a fiddle; My pink petticoat; Swa, swan upon the lake; In the park there is a
pond; Choose to count the Kings' men; Dic-dic-tation; If you miss your marley gate; You are the red light and One for Holy
Trinity'. Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Daring Games': (No
contents page) The Opie's notes on daring games, including children's descriptions, clippings from journals, books and
newspapers. Extensive coverage of children playing various 'dare' games on railway lines resulting in injury and death. File 3 'Conkers'. The contents page reads: Historical & Literary; Used as moth balls; Non-contemporary; Imitation conkers; Contests,
championships; Hardening conkers; local names for 'conkers'; Names for different shaped conkers e.g. cheese cutters'; Names
for victorious conker; e.g. 'King Conker'; Words for 'hitting' with conkers; Terms: Claiming first shot; Deciding on number of
shots; Full ponks (claiming right to hit hard); Scoring; Stamps; Strings; General descriptions and unsorted pages; Other games
using conkers; Conkers played with other objects: e.g. lollipop, sticks, Plantains and Dandelions. Contains children's descriptions
and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

155 Counting
out Opie sheet files
dip
1-30;
Dramatic
games; Farmer,
Farmer

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files relating to
'Childrens Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Farmer Farmer' (No contents page). The Opie's notes on the game 'Farmer Farmer'. Contains children's descriptions
and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Dramatic Games'. Contents page reads: Heads of Cabbage; Ghost
at the Well; Grandmother Grey; Mother Will You Buy me a Milking-Pail?; Higgelty Piggelty Bundle Sticks; Hen and Chickens;
Roosty Penny; Silly Sally; Who Goes Round my Stony Wall?' and Witch. File 3: 'Counting Out, Dip 1-30'. Contents page reads:
General comments on rhymes; Old Dips; Plain counting, with numbers; Short ones - Little Minny washed her pinny; Eettle ottle,
black bottle and Ingle angle, silver bangle; Each peach pear plum; Round and round the butter dish; Red white and blue...Cat's
got flu; Red white and blue, I'm not to play with you; Ink pink, pen and ink; Inky pinky ponky, Daddy; I had a sausage; Endings O-U-T spells out; One potato, two potato; Dip, your shoe is dirty; Dip, dip, dip, my little ship and dash, dash, dash, my blue
sash; A penn'orth of chips; A pig walked into a public house; 1 2 3 4 5 6 7, all good children; Suspect - If you'd been where i'd
been; I've an aunty down at Leith; Bim bom bay and Louisiana; My wee Jeanie...guess what colour; As I was going up Icky Picky
lane; My mother and your mother; Mrs Mason bought a baisin..How much; Old Mother Ink fell down the sink; Up the ladder,
down the ladder...monkey chewed tobacco and Round the apple pie.

153

2

154

155

156
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156 Duels; Guessing Opie sheet files
and
chasing
games;
Hide
and seek games

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files relating to
'Childrens Games in Street and
Playground'.

157 Guessing
Opie sheet files
games; racing
home; hide and
seek;
racing
games

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

4 X sheet/working files relating to
'Childrens Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Hide and Seek Games: Snake, Sardines'. (no contents page). The Opie's notes on the games 'Snake' and
'Sardines'. Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Guessing and Chasing
Games: Film stars, Trades, Shop Window, Time'. Contents page reads: Film stars (guessing initials); Trades (guessing
mime) and Time (guessing the time). Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3:
'Duels'. Contents page reads: Elbows; Hitting opponents knuckles or hands; Knifing, with sticks; Lifting contests; Bob and
Slap/Catch the Crow; Cock fighting; Cigarettes; Shoe, recovering opponents shoes; Piggyback rides; Piggyback fighting; Chasing
and barging; Bucking bronco; Two sit astride tree, Try to make each other fall off; Chicken, on bicycles; Knife Games; ShinKicking and Ankle-tapping. Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers and
advertisements.
File 1: 'Racing Games: Puss in Corner'. Contents page reads: Hot Peas and Puss in the Corner. The Opie's notes on these
games and file contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals and books. File 2: 'Racing Home, Hide and Seek'.
Contents page reads: 'Call when player has been wrongly identified; History, including ancient; Old accounts, where names note
similar to present-day accounts; Racing home hide-and-seek, accounts with no special names or terms; Geographical distribution
of names and terms: alphabetical lists, taken from accounts in section 6. Places X-references; Descriptions: alphabetical order,
according to name, name for 'home' and homing cry, as in 5; Variations: Players have names of animals, and are called one by
one to try and reach home before being caught; American variations, apparently not known in Britain; Foreign, in alphabetical
order'. File 3 - 'Guessing Games'. Table of contents reads: Odd or even; How many objects in hands; Under which fingers;
Which hand a thing is in; Guessing what a person is thinking of; Guessing secret names; Guessing identity; Guessing who is
making a noise; Guessing who is holding a torch, or is caught in torch beams; Guessing whose voice; Guessing who hit you;
Guessing where you are; Guessing how many fingers are held up Guessing who is concealing ball, ring, button, shoe, etc and
Guessing who one is holding. Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

158 Hide and seek; Opie sheet files
Hunting,
tracking,
stalking; Jump
Jimmy Knacker

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files relating to
'Childrens Games in Street and
Playground'.

159 Make Believe II; Opie sheet files
Make Believe I;
Releavo

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

160 Leap
frog Opie sheet files
games and Kick
Can;
Racing
games

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

161 Racing
games Opie sheet files
across
road;
May
1?
Etc;
Contests
and
trials
of
strength; Tig 125

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Tig'. Contents page reads: General notes: and general rules decided for particular game; Historical; Ordinary Tig: Tig
lists, different names; Words for and acting of touching; Caught 'had'; Past tense; Descriptions: ordinary Tig and Help chase; Tig
terms: No tigging back; Tig taunts; recommencing after truce; Lergy, Aggie etc; Keys: elaboration of truce machinery. Contains
Opie's notes and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Contests and Trials of
Strength'. Contents page reads: Adders Nest; Breaking linked hands; Breaking out of circle; Cat and Dog; Elbows; Hitting
Opponents Knuckles or hands; Knifing; Honey Pots; Lifting contests; Opening fingers by force e.g. Grippy; Parting hands; Pulling
contests; Pushing contests; Shoe, removing opponent's shoe; Wrestling; charring, wrestling and fighting between two sides or
gangs; Assaulting a summit held by one person or by a gang; Piggy back rides; Piggy back fighting; Charing and barging;
Bucking broncos; Two side astride branch of tree; Pulling; Long sausage; Flunch; Spook-walk ordeal 'Boo'; Steps. Contains Opie's
notes and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Racing Games across road: May
I? etc'. Contents page reads: May I?; Relations; Letters; Colours; Eggs, bacon, Marmalade, Bread; Grandmother's steps.
Contains Opie's notes and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

162 Games Adds - Opie sheet files
Prelims; Games
Adds K-Z

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Games Adds K-Z' (no contents page). Contains the Opie's additional notes on games that appear elsewhere in other
files. Described as 'mixed and unmanageable games'. Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers, including clipping concerning children who have been injured or died playing certain games e.g. 'The killer hug'. File
2: 'Games Adds - prelims'. Contains the Opie's notes on reviews of their works. Also contains correspondence with teachers
and informants and corrections for 'Children's Games in Street and Playground'. Opie's notes on 'aggression in crowded
conditions'; 'places to play'; 'Team spirit/organised games'; 'organised leisure' and 'counting out rhymes'. Also includes
newspaper clippings.

1

157

158

2
159

160

161

162

163

File 1: 'Hide and Seek'. Contents page reads: Literary and historical; Counting before seeking; Hide and seek calls; seeker
coming 'keep in' call to those hiding; 'Whistle or shout', telling hiders to call out; ending game - 'come out wherever you are';
descriptions; hide and seek with extra rules for playing in the dark (torches, boundaries etc); Hiders help seeker, till all are
looking for one; Only one person hides, rest seek; Rare, local hide and seek games; Button snap; Book E'Magic; Foreign; Seeker
tied to past at start of game; Two sides: one team seeks and tries to catch the other team. No freeing of prisoners; Hide and
Tick: must tick the person found; Kiss Chase; Gee - hiders give chase when seen. File 2: 'Jump Jimmy Knacker'. The Opie's
notes on the game. Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Hunting,
Tackling, Stalking'. Contents page reads: Hunting: Fox and Hounds, Hare and Hounds; Jack Jack Shine a Light (and will o'the
whisp); Tracking; Paper chase; Shadowing or stalking; Hoist the Green Flag. Contains Opie's notes and children's descriptions
and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
File 1: 'Releavo' (no contents page). The Opie's notes on the game Releavo. Also contains Opie's notes and children's
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Make Believe II'. Contents page reads: Biggles and
Crooks; Black Riders; Davy Crocktt; Commandoes; Confederates and Unions; Cops and Robbers; Cowboys and Indians; Foreign
Legions; Japs and English; Knights; Parachutists; Robots; Security Police; Spacemen; Spears; Spies; Television Characters and
stories; War - usually German and British.
File 1: 'Racing Games'. Contents page reads: Bicycle races; Hopping; Kerb or Wall; Stoney; Tip Tap; Colours/ One O'Clock;
Drop Handkerchief; Cat and Mouse; Hot Peas and Sack Races. Contains Opie's notes and children's descriptions and clippings
from journals, books and newspapers. Also contains some music for singing games and some rough notation. File 2: 'Leap-frog
games and Kick the Can' (no contents page). The Opie's notes on the games Leap-frog and Kick Can. Also contains
children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Many newspaper articles dedicated to children and
cowboys, Indians, Commandos, Batman and Thunder Birds. Children's references to games they play based on film and TV
serials. File 3: 'Make Believe I': Contents page reads: Peaceful: Acting; Athletes; Boats; Brownies; Buses; Cars; Cats;
Cinderella, Concerts; Dead Man; Dead Lion and Tigers; Deserts; Dressing Up; Explorers; Fairies; Farms; Fashion Shows Ghosts;
Hairdressers; Horses; Hospitals; Houses; Jeeps; Jungle; Jungle Girls; Miming; Mothers and Fathers; Orphans; Pirates;
Policemen; Princesses; Rivers; Robin Giid; Runawayrs; Schools; Shops; Shows; Speedway riders; Telephone exchange; Topical:
John o'Groats Walk; Berlin Wall; President Kennedy's assassination; Trains; Treasure Island; Weddings; William Tell. Contains
Opie's notes and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Newspaper reports include children
being shot while reinacting JFK's assassination; children playing war games amongst corpses in Vietnam; children recreating the
Berlin Wall and children pretending to marry one another.
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163 Tig and Ball Tig Opie sheet files
26 + ; Release
Tig; Sanctuary
Tig

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Release Tig: Rescue Games' (no contents page). Contains the Opie's notes on games based on 'release tig' and all
variations of it. Contains children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Sanctuary Tig'.
Contents page reads: Sanctuary Tig; Standing in a certain area, or 'Den', e.g. a netball circle, or on a drain cover, to be safe;
Safe when touching: a certain colour, a drainpipe; metal; wood; Off-ground Tig; Budge He; Twos and Threes; Tom Tiddler's
Ground; Three Stoops and Run for Ever - some versions have Bobs and Excuses; Excuses only; Saying a truce word in a way of
claiming sanctuary, and when one may use the truce term a certain of number of times in the game, or when it is introduced into
the rules in some other way, the game might be called Sanctuary Tig; Oats and Barley; Saying certain word to avoid being 'had'.
Contains Opie's notes and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Tig and Ball Tig,
26 - '. Contents page reads: 'Cross Tig; Eggs and Bacon; French Tig; Kiss Chase; Line Touch, or Tig on lines; Tig on Walls; Tig on
Swings; Roundabout Tig; Policemen on the Bridge; Salami Salaams; Tig on Shadow; Statue Tig; Fairies and Witches; Suspense
Starts; Hot Swoppit; Suspense Starts; Ball Tig; Chasing rope'. Contains the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings
from journals, books and newspapers.

164 Games Adds A- Opie sheet files
S;
Singing
games; People
Ados;

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

165 Fivestones;
Opie sheet files
General
I;
Fivestones;
Variations and
terms

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

166 Fivestones
General
Hopscotch
General

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Games ADDS A-J' (no contents page). Contains a note that reads 'Games in alphabetical order, according to section
heading in Games I'. Includes the Opie's additional notes on these games, pluschildren's descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. File 2: 'Singing game and People adds' (no contents page). Contains the Opie's additional notes on
games that appear elsewhere in other files. Includes children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers
and letters from correspondents and informants.
File 1: 'Fivestones: Variations and Terms II'. The contents page reads: Calls for when ball bounces on a stone and is
impossible to catch; Split Jacks; Calls for when the ball hits an obstacle' Cushions; Calls for when one stone lands on top of
another; Bridge; Double Jacks; King; Calls for when a number of stones are caught and one is dropped; Flying Scotsman; Stones
must or must not click when caught on back of hand; Clickey; High Jinks; Cracks and Fivestones Variation. Includes the Opie's
notes on these games and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Fivestones
General I': Contents page reads: Historical and old accounts; Names; Game not played; Season; Sexes; Against authority;
Objects used; Fivestones/Jacks. Includes the Opie's notes on these games and children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers.
File 1: 'Hopscotch I, General'. Contents page reads: History, literary references; General descriptions, unsorted and mixed
accounts; Charms; Spurn-point and points in general; pavements/paving stones and Plastic peevers on scale. Includes the Opie's
notes on these games and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also contains some
correspondence and letters from informants. File 2: 'Fivestones, General II'. Contents page reads: Foreign (in alphabetical
order); Order of Play; General descriptions (contemporary); at end, a Portuguese game of moving stones. Includes the Opie's
notes on these games and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

167 Hopscotch II - Opie sheet files
General
and
terms

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Hopscotch III Games'. The contents page reads: Alphabetical Hopscotch; Ball Hopscotch; Broom Jump, or Checks:
jumping into jumble-numbered squares in right order; Carry the Baby to London; Scipo; Diagonal lines in diagram; Doublers;
Eyes shut; French Eight; London to York; Pepper and Salt; Round the Circle; Shut the gate and open it; Six squares; Other
oblong and square types; Soap; Spiral hopscotch; T-shaped diagram; Zig zag, or down long wavy line; Kivking stone along a
chalked-out road or maze; stone must not go outside lines; Same game, knuckling bottle tops; Throwing stone, in smallest
number of throws along 'road; The circle and Interlocking circles. Includes the Opie's notes on these games and children's
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Hopscotch III: General terms'. The contents page
reads: Foreign, arranged alphabetically; Names for hopscotch, arranged alphabetically; Names for final/top division; Name for
thing kicked or thrown, and nature of same; Word for 'kick' in hopscotch; Name for hopscotch diagram, entire; Name for
hopscotch squares, within diagram; Rules: Forgives and Forgets; Scrawing or Screiving; Tips. Includes the Opie's notes on these
games and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

168 Aeroplane
Opie sheet files
hopscotch;
Marbles
Ia
general
and
terms; Marbles
Ib general and
terms

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Marbles Ib, General Terms'. Contents page reads: Marbles as currency, Marbles played for money; Marbles kept in
bags, tins: also teachers' viewpoint; Best surface: places where played; Ages; Sexes; Charms/luck; General descriptions; Terms
and rules - method of play - ; advice/technique of play/policy/etiquette; Opinions; Value/rates for swopping/actual cost;
Substituting one marble for another; Agreeing on rules before game begins; Choosing suitable game; Deciding who will be first,
last; Calls, system of; Keepsies and Lendies/Winning and losing; Ways of propelling marble: words for 'aim' and 'a shot' including
unfair ways of shooting marbles; Bombsy; Punishment for loser; deciding if a marble has been hit. Includes the Opie's notes on
these games and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Marbles Ia: General and
Terms': Contents page reads: Literary and historical; Old accounts; Foreign; Illustrations; Marbles - sale and manufacture;
Types of marbles; Makeshift marbles; Marbles played by adults; Marbles on Good Friday; Marbles championships; Marbles kept in
bags, tins; Ages; Sexes; Charms/luck and General descriptions. Includes the Opie's notes on these games and children's
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Aeroplane, Hopscotch' (no contents page). The
Opie's notes on Hopscotch. Includes children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

169 Marbles
Iaa; Opie sheet files
Marbles
Iia
Hollie
killed;
Marbles Iib

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Marbles Iii: Ringie Follows' (no contents page). The Opie's notes on 'Ring Games'. Includes children's descriptions
and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Marbles Iia: Holie Killer (three holes) (no contents page). The
Opie's notes on the games 'Marbles'. Includes children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3:
'Marbles Iaa: Adult, During Lent, Championships, Unsorted terms'. Contents page reads: Marbles played by adults;
Marbles on Shrove Tuesday and Good Friday; Marbles Championships and Unsorted Marbles terms. Includes the Opie's notes on
these games and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

170 Marbles
Improper
General;
Improper
Bawdy A-K

III; Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Marbles III: Minor Games and variations'. Contents page reads: Variations on ringy; Variations on Holey; Variations
on follows; Target marble, usually placed against wall; Aiming against wall, played like Buttons or Banger; Nearest the wall wins;
played like a cigarette card game; Throwing numbers of marbles into hole: odd or even; Chucking into hollowed mounds;
Chucking into holes: various games; Throwing and knocking-over games: at five on pedestal; Castles: bombing pyramids of
marbles; Pyramids: shooting at pyramid of marbles; Marble boards/bridges; Marblotelle; Throwing into, glasses, hats, etc;
Parallel lines of marbles; Scrambling for marbles in spinning dustbin; Private inventions; Marble runs; Nicker; Roman game of the
sloping board. Includes the Opie's notes on these games and children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers. File 2: 'Improper: Bawdy A-K' (no contents page). The Opie's notes on rhymes. Includes children’s
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Improper General'. (No contents page). The Opie's
notes on rhymes. Includes children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

171 Improper you L- Opie sheet files
Z;
Traditional
rhymes A-L

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Traditional Rhymes A-L'. (No contents page). The Opie's notes on rhymes. Includes children's descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Improper Too L-Z'. (No contents page). The Opie's notes on rhymes.
Includes children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
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172 Traditional
Opie sheet files
rhymes
M-Z;
Family
anthology and
slick rhymes

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

173 Autograph
album;
Traditional fun

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

174 Fun I; Fun II

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

175 TongueOpie sheet files
twisters;
Jolklore;
Children's verse
and
oral
tradition

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

176 Football;
Opie sheet files
Street;
Playground;
King
Ball;
Rounders
177 Throwing
at; Opie sheet files
Aiming;Ball
games S-Z; Ball
games general

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

4 X sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

178 Ball games A-F; Opie sheet files
Ball games; bad
eggs; Cannon;
dockstone

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Family Anthology and Slick Rhymes'. Contents page reads: Prelims, general notes, lists, comments; These things
must live. Whate'er may pass; Young Folks Birthday Book, Cecil Adlin; Naughty little cuss words; Smile, smile, smile, It's well
worth while; Hurry and speed; There's lots of ways of doing things; Success is not in never failing; Good boys and girls should
never say; Exhortations to smile and be happy; Life is a see-saw game at best; Ella Wheeler Wilcox Life's; Wilhelmine Stitch;
Life's a mirror, if you frown; Smile, for when you smile another smiles; This world is the best world we live in; Conversation; Who
has a friend life's road to share; Life is mostly froth and bubble; Women have many faults, Men have but two; Various, from
Young Ladies’ Journal; Alas how easily things go wrong; I sat next door to a duchess’s at tea, rumblings abdominals; David said:
all men are liars; If you your lips would keep from slips; Is it worth while to sacrifice my pleasure; Tell your mother all your
wishes; Two tall tress; one small seat; Happy a man may pass his life; Yes, trouble is something that few people seek; When this
you see remember me; Think of me when you are lonely; Do the work that's nearest; There's so much good in the worst of us; I
do not like a man that is tall; Some people complain they have nothing to do; Not all the fine things are fine people possess;
Hearts like doors can open with ease; When you have nothing to say -- don't say it; To forgive and forget is a maxim; Tenderhanded stroke a nettle; If thou wisest to be wise; Life is but a garden flower; Never trouble trouble; Man wants but little here
below; H is for happiness; Keep a watch on your words; Last...two golden hours; It's easy to be a starter; This life is dream;
Rhymes written in a family Bible. Includes the Opie's notes on rhymes. Includes children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also contains a small MSS book containing rhymes. File 2: 'Traditional Rhymes M-Z'. (No
contents page). The Opie's notes on rhymes. Includes children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers.
File 1: 'Traditional Fun'. Contents page reads: Pencil and paper games and tricks; Puzzles, including graffiti; Toys and
gadgets; Tricks and exhibitions; Verbal fun (mostly on cards); Journey: games to make a journey pass quickly; Table games:
games to play at family meal times. Includes the Opie's notes, Children's descriptions and drawings, and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. File 2: 'Autograph Album'. (No contents page). A collection of rhymes and valentine verses. A note
made by the Opies reads: 'This file is mostly unsorted, but I have begun an alphabetical system under principal word, for new
entries. See 'Manufacturers, cards on Autograph Albums. See IPO box, Autograph albums'.
File 1: 'Fun II'. Contents page reads: People and rhymes with histories; Priests; Romantic; Scout Songs; Simple Rhymes;
Slogans; Just for fun; French rhymes'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers. File 2: 'Fun I'. Contents page reads: Absurdities; Belly Rhymes; Bugs and Bogies; Chinese; Continuous; Creepies
and Death; Food; 'Ha ha rhymes'; People and rhymes with histories; including Wife selling; Priets; Romantic; Scout Songs;
Simple Rhymes; Slogans; Just for Fun.
File 1: 'Children's verse: oral transmission' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Jokelore II': Contents page reads:Howlers; Topical humour; 'Oh Daddy'
jokes; Little moron jokes; Knock knock; Alliteration; Anti-jokes; Macabre humour/sick jokes; Joke crazes; Irishmen; Perverted
proverbs; Jokes which depend on name of one of the characters; 'Are you more of a fool than a knave?'; Lift jokes and other antijokes; Appalling puns; Computer jokes; Psychiatrist jokes; Recitations and verbal feats; Spoonerisms; Vet jokes; 'What do you
call...'; Child stories; Foreign; Jokes based on the name of shops; 'There was an Englishman, a Frenchman, and an Irishman';
Tourist-guide humour; Bubble gum jokes; Dead-pan humour; Notes; Danish joke formula. File 3: 'Jokelore I: Tongue
twisters'. Contents page reads: Joke books; Antiquity of humour; Types of humour; Aberdeen humour; 'Boom boom' ending;
Arabic humour; Northern humour; Limericks; Absurdities: jokes and funny stories; Joke book titles; Physical jokes; Tongue
twisters'.
File 1: 'Rounders' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books
and newspapers. File 2: 'King Ball'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers. File 3: 'Ball Games G-R'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers. File 4: 'Football' Street Playground. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers.
File 1: 'Ball Games, general'. Contents page: Rotten shorts, sarcastic remarks; Historical: ball games in classic times;
medieval etc; Balls, old; Balls, banned in playground, in council estates' Ball-walls; social uses; playing ball, church ritual; playing
ball for a tansy cake; Throwing ball (usually cowslip ball) over may garland; Official/Ceremonial ball playing; Playing ball while
waiting between church services; Shrovetide ball play; Who invented balls; Lost balls; Types of ball play in different cultures: Far
Eastern, keeping ball in air, as in shuttlecock; Thailand; Fastest ball game - said to be Racquets. File 2: 'Ball Games S-Z'
(contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3:
'Throwing at/aiming' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers.
File 1: 'Cannony, Duckstone' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Ball Games: Bad Eggs' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Ball Games A-F'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

179 Catching;
Opie sheet files
Football history
song;
Ball
general

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Ball general I'. Contents page reads: Historical, literary refs, etc; Non-contemporary accounts; General accounts and
phrases: overall picture of ball-bouncing; Season; Words and Terms - Kinds of balls e.g. cuckoo balls; Word for 'bounce': dap,
dart, stot, stounce, etc., Rules: Bumps, Forgives and Forgets; Squits, when both have the same score; One Ball: 'Beat the
number'; Two balls: general descriptions; Actions used in two balls: see Plainsy, Clapsy, Ball I & Ball Bounce General II, Name for
Two-Balls: 'balls'; 'doublers'; 'juggling'; Three Balls. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Football I: History, Songs' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes on
football, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Catching' (no contents page).
Includes the Opie's notes on all catching games, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

180 Ball
Bounce Opie sheet files
general II; Ball
bounce I 1-7

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Ball BOUNCE I 1-7' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes on all ball bouncing games, children’s descriptions
and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. 'Ball Bounce General II'. Contents page reads: Brief formulas; Sequences
of actions (plainsies, overs, upsies); Names of actions inserted in rhyme (words of rhyme change each time e.g. Plainsie Jim
swallowed a pin...Overs Jim); Sevensy, etc. Actions, no words. Pots/Exercises, Fivesy, Sixsy, Ninesie; Legs; Ball in stocking, or
on string; Ephemeral ball rhymes; Lists of rhymes known in one school/to one child; Foreign: alphabetical order. Includes the
Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
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181 Ball Bounce II 8-Opie sheet files
38; Ball bounce
II 39-148

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Ball Bounce II 39-48'. Contents page reads: One, two buckle my shoe; Nursery rhymes used for ball bouncing; Sweet
16, little Angeline; Minnicky where have you been today; Here's a house with two little people; Please Miss, my Mother Miss;
Little Betty Bouncer; Eva iva over; do you want a lollipop; I'm not strong sir; Harby Darby dressed in black; In New York City
where I did dwell; A boat was leaving Bombay today; I'm gan away in the train; Bread and butter makes the tucker; Cinderella
dressed in yellow; Donald duck goes quack, quack, quack; High Gibraltar lead me to the altar; Ha, ha, ha, he, he, he; Keyhole
Kate she went to skate; Pansy Potter; The milkman's bell goes; Mr. Ross he thinks he's boss; Mrs Green she sold ice-cream; Mrs
Brown wore a crown; My own name is A-; My lady's a bonnie lad; Open the gates for the Red Cross nurses; Oranges, oranges,
five a penny; The Queen of Wales; Roby Burns was born in Ayr; Soldier Blew; Tommy had a gun; Upstairs, downstairs in a
caravan; William Wallace went to Scotland, Mr Lister had a blister; Red, green should never be seen; Poor Mrs Fluffy Ball; Jenny
Wren stole a hen; Lord Mayor sat in his chair; Onicka, bonika; Ball, ball touch the wall; One, two three and up; My mother said to
me; Milly Molly Mandy; Plansie while you work; Shirley Temple is a star; Please keep off the grass; Bounce ball; Ali bli, Ali bli,
sitting on his Mummy's knee; Robin Hood, Ali bli, Ali blie blee; Chocolate biscuits in the lane; Where's Mary; Here comes the
teacher; Popeye the sailor man; Black white; Mother in bed eating bread; Leggie, armie, Edinburgh castle stands on a rock;
Swanky lankie lizzie-oh-; Dopey Dinah went to China; Never trouble; Four little babies standing in a row; There was a young man
of Dundee; Down in the jungle; Lemonade, fizzy pop; Queen, Queen Caroline; Nebuchadnezzar the King of the Jews; Jeremiah
Obadiah; Hie, Roy Rogers; Miss Lucy had a baby; Down in Germany; Songs used for ball bouncing; Too wise you are; Spanish
lady, German Lady; Nigger, Nigger, pull the trigger; Mabel, Mabel lay the table; Tiddly winks old man; Dictation dictation
dictation; I'm on a bus; Ice Cream sold out; Tiny Tim swallowed a pin; If you listen I'll tell you a story; Icicle, Icicle; buy a penny
icicile; A whistling gipsy came over the hill; There once lived an Indian maiden; Down by the station early in the morning; Down
in lover's lane; Away down in Holland the land of the Dutch; Old Mother Riley at the pawn shop door; I was standing on the
corner with my razor and my chain; The monster of Loch Ness; Bob at the bus stop; Last night a' got an afar battering; Now the
war is over; My mother told me, my mother said; My mother told me that if I was good'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Ball Bounce III 8-38'. Contents page reads: Matthew,
Mark, Luke and John; Ball, ball tell me true; Mademoiselle she went to the wall; Over the Marble Arch; Number one eat a bun;
Each, peach, pear, plum; Adam and Eve went out to tea; 2,4,6,8, Mary at the cottage gate; Mary Ann bread and jam; Pink, pink
makes the boys wink; Jack be nimble; Stot, stot, ba'ba'; Miss Pink fell in the link; Three blind mice; Mademoiselle from
Marmetiers; Mary queen of Scots; Open the door and let me through; Little Shirley Temple; Charlie Chaplin went to France; Red,
White and Blue; John Smith potato crisps; Great big Italy; Have a cigarette sir; A wee, wee woman and a wee wee man; I'm a
wee mulodeyman; My mother and father were Irish; I went to Morcambe for the day; May Ann swallowed a pan; Ghosties,
ghosties; Look who's coming down the street'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers.

182 Ball bounce IV Opie sheet files
149 - ; Nursery
rhymes A-Betty

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 x sheet/working files relating to
'Children's Games in Street and
Playground'.

File 1: 'Ball Bounce IV 149 - '. Downy by the river, down by the sea; Sonja Henie wore a penie; Sonja Henie's skates go
round; Sonja Henie is a star; Mother Mother I am ill; Mickey Mouse came into my house; Mickey mouse is dead; Over the garden
wall; Winnie the witch fell in the ditch; Bronco Layne went to Spain; When I was a laddie; Mrs Toffee Apple Ball; P.K Penny
packet; My wee fur coat; Boy's Brigade; Tommy rise and light the fire-er; A wee cup of tea; The old grey mare; Horsie horsie
don't you stop; My wee Mavis a miner; Deanna Dunbam; Do you know the Muffin Man; Brook Bond dividend; Maid Marion; Robin
Hood and his Merry Men; Little nigger pull the trigger; All of a sudden; O, dear, Doctor, I feel ill; My boy, Teddy, sitting in a tub;
Charlie, Charlie, chuck, chuck, chuck; Dan, Dan the boiler man; My mother is a queen; Little Red Riding Hood; I love a lassie;
Tommy Thistle blew a whistle; There were ten in the bed; Ten boys names I really must know; I went up in a penny balloon;
Under the bramble bush down by the sea; Jig jug bunny rabbit; Mary Morgan plays the organ; Mary Poppins wears her stockings;
Whistle while you work; Black cat sat on a mat; Apples and pears and donkey's hairs; Don't go to Grannie's any more; Jimmy
Giraffe you make me laugh; Sambo, Sambo, play your bango; There was an old woman who swallowed a fly; In the summer
time; Big Ben; Korky Cat; Kennie wrenie's house on fire; Fourteen sums and what do you get; Three wee tatties in a pot; Da Lon
Da Nel, Da Ve Da Del; Cups and saucers set for tea; Six white horses in a stable; Popeye the sailor man; H.P Sauce; Pounds,
shillings & pence, The teacher; Dit, Dot, dash, Hitler's moustache; Up in Aberdeen; As I was passing Glasgow; Donald Duck
washing up; Yogi Bear, I declare; Anything you like; There was a little princess; Eatsy Peatsy Polly; Bay City Rollers; Down the
jungle; Wee Sam, Romeo the dario, Oh maw; Where was Moses when the lights went out?' A' lost ma leg in the army; Batman
and Robin came to visit me; Mickey Mouse had a house; Horsie, Horsie living in a stable; Frère Jacques; My old man's a
dustman; One plus one, we're in the bedroom; A pear, a peach, a plum, Alice in wonderland; Went a fasing the other day;
Manners, Pianners, tables and chairs. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers.

183 Nursery rhymes
Billy-End of B;
Nursery
Rhymes C
184 Nursery rhymes
D-E;
Nursery
rhymes
F;
Nursery rhymes
G
185 Nursery rhymes
H-I;
Nursery
rhymes J
186 Nursery rhymes
K-L;
Nursery
rhymes Lu-Mi
187 Nursery rhymes
Mo-M; Nursery
rhymes
N-O;
Nursery rhymes
N-P
188 Nursery rhymes
Q-R;
Nursery
rhymes
S;
ODNR
Prelims
III
189 NR ADDS A-I;
NR ADDS J-Z

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

1

2
182

183

184

185

186

187

188

189
190
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B
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E

F

G

H

I
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3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Guile'. Contents page reads: Not used in 'schoolchild'; unsorted; Mathematical - actual and trick problems; Cain tricks;
Physical, malicious; Harmless - physical and verbal; Look, to make someone; Spitting tricks; Trick bets; To admit being…mad,
dim-witted, dirty, smelly; To say rude words; Dialogues; to be made to talk baby talk; To arouse curiosity; To raise false hopes;
Spelling and pronunciation; Serious; No way out tricks. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Wit and Repartee: material for chapter 3 of LL of S'. Contents page reads:
General; Rock an' Roll couplets; Annoyance; Aberdeen humour; To agitate a person; Arrivals; Begging; Birds of a feather;
'Bloody' excuse for saying; Cheeky; Tom someone being childish; Climbing; Clothes; Colds; Disparagement; Don't care, to a; Do
things for them; Door left open; Effeminate; Faggot; Eh?; Gas bags; Gie's a sweetie; Good riddance; Grumblers; Fool, to one
calling one a, Funny isn't it, Habits, unpleasant, How are you?; Hullo; Humour, slick, schoolchild; Hurry to someone; Incoherent;
Inquisitive; Lazy person, to a; Liar, to a; Light, to one standing in the; Maybe; Mock threats; Old, how are you?; Ought;
Patience; Poet; Points, to one who, Retaliation 'Same to you'; Shoving, to someone, Shut up, Silence, to achieve; Smart
Dialogue; Soppy Stupid Questions; Stale Joke; Stale News; Sulky; Teasing; Time, What's the; Tit for tat; Unfair, it's; well; What;
what are you doing? looking for? Doing that for; Where are you going? do you live? have you been? is the cat? shall I sit?;
Wondering; Yawning. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File
3: 'Folk play & pantomime; Misc. Literature Periodicals; Foreign Literature'. File contains extracts from journals and
books e.g. Folk-lore.
File 1: 'Topical Rhymes' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes on rhymes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Parodies'. Contents page reads: Prayers; Hymns and Carols; National Songs and
Anthems; Marches; Classical Music; Nursery Rhymes; Popular Songs; excitations’; Bugle Calls; Parody of informative notes in
school book. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

1

191

192

190 NR
II
'Buff Opie sheet files
Book';
NR
I
Traditional
rhymes; NR IIIa
191 MR IV; NR Biblio Opie sheet files
lists; analysis;
notes
192 MISC I; Wit and Opie sheet files
repartee; guiles

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

193 Parodies;
Topical.

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

194 Oral Legislation; Opie sheet files
"insults, names'

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Schoolchild Lore & Language: Jibes, Nicknames & c. Personal Peculiarities and Failings'. The contents page
reads: Cheats; Clothes; Cowards; Crawlers; Cry-babies and crying; Face, funny; Fat; Goody-goodies; Greedy; Hair & Haircuts;
Names; Read-Heads; Short and Small; Silly Billy; Sneaks; Spectacles; Stink; Tall; Tell Tales; Thin. Includes the Opie's notes,
children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Respected words'. Contents page reads:
Affirmation, oaths; Bets; Making a bargain, swapping; Giving, no talking back; Lending; Bagging; Claiming a thing found, Finders
Keepers; Being first; Not being the one to do something; Making up after a quarrel; Secret keeping; No return and pass it on;
Truce terms'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

195 Derision;
food Opie
money;
friendship
tortures;
punishments;
words
196 Partisanship
Opie
customs;
authority
teachers,
police, truants,
beating, pranks
197 School
Adds, Opie
intro,
fun;
school
adds,
fun,
25-40;
school adds, 4172, wit and rep.
guile
198 School Adds 73- Opie
97.
riddles,
parody
and
improper.
Schools adds 98119
topical;
school
adds
topical II 199120
199 Legislation:
Opie
school adds 155174;
food,
nicknames and
epithets,
schoolchild
language.
200 School
adds Opie
175-231;
unpopular
children;
halfbelief;
school
adds 232-250;
Cal-Cus;
JanGoodfri

sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Friendship, tortures, punishments, words' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes on these themes,
children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Derision, Food, Money etc'. Contents page
reads: Temper; Approval & Disapproval; Hand over!; Move off!; Bullies; General jibes; Mock apologies; Derision Donkies; Fools;
Dunces; Clever-dicking; School subject; Food; Smoking; Lavatory; Possessions; Money; Jibes at cyclists. Includes the Opie's
notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Pranks' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers. File 2: 'Authority, teachers, police, truants, beating'. Contents page reads: Classroom pranks; Teachers;
Songs about teachers; Teacher's puns; Latecomers; Late teachers; Time to go home?; The police; Stealing; Playing truant;
Ragging; Keeping watch; Beatings; Condolence. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. File 3: 'Partisanship' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
File 1: 'School Adds 41-72: Wit and Rep., Guile' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'School adds, fun: 25-40'. Includes the Opie's notes, children's
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Schoolchild Adds: material received after the
publication of LL of S'. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'School language, slang, swear words' (no contents page0. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'School Adds, 98 -119. Topical' (no contents page). Includes the
Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'School Adds 73 -97. Riddles,
parody, and improper' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers.

sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: (no title). A very small file containing some notes on school slang. File 2: 'School adds 155-174, Food, nicknames
and epithets (vogue words)' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'School Adds 121-153: Legislation' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's
notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers

sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'School Adds 232-250: Cal.cus, Jan-Good Fri'. Notes on 'special days' during the year. Includes the Opie's notes,
children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'School Adds 175-231: Unpopular
children, Half-belief' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers.

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

193

194

2

195

196

197

198

199

200

201
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201 School adds 25- Opie sheet files
266;
school
adds 266-292

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

202 School
adds Opie sheet files
293-305
occasional
customs; school
adds
306-342
curiosities,
friendships;
school adds 361
-376 child and
authority

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'School Adds 266-292: Cal.cus June- dec' (no contents page). Notes on 'special days' during the year. Includes the
Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Lore and Language of
Schoolchildren, Adds 232 calendar customs' (no contents page). Notes on 'special days' during the year. Includes the
Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
File 1: 'School Adds 361-376: child and authority' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions
and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'School Adds: 306-342: Curiosities, Friendships' (no contents
page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'School
Adds 293-305'. (No contents page) Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers.

203 School
adds Opie sheet files
343-360;
partisanship;
school adds 377392;
pranks;
activities A-B

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Activities A-B' (no contents page). The file contains an assortment of activities, ranging from A-B. Includes the Opie's
notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'School ADDS 377-392: Pranks' (no
contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3:
'School ADDS 343-360: Partisanship' (no contents page). Contains notes on 'Catholic/Protestant'; 'Negro'; 'Pakistani';
'Quakers'; 'Elections'; 'Socialists' and 'Village rivalry'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers.

204 Activities
C; Opie sheet files
Activities D-G

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

205 Activities L-Q

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

206 Activities R-S; Opie sheet files
Activities Sp- Z

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

207 Exercises
- Opie sheet files
Games
lists
from schools in
1960s survey
208 Games
lists Opie sheet files
from
schools
since
1968;
playgrounds
and
other
places;
playground
general
209 Pitching;
Opie sheet files
gambling

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Activities D-G' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. File 2: 'Activities 'C'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers.
File 1: 'Activities L-Q' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. Also contains some postcards and advertisements for toys. File 2: 'Activities H-I'. Includes the Opie's
notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Contains much material on hula hoops e.g.
advertisements and newspaper clippings regarding the big 'hula hoop bonanza'.
File 1: 'Activities SP-Z' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. Contains information on children's hobbies e.g. train spotting. File 2: 'Activities R-SO' (no contents
page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Contains
information on crazes at the time such as 'Scoubidou'.
File 1: 'Games Lists from Schools in 1960s Survey'. This file contains lists of games and the schools at which they are
played (using the Opie address book numbers). File 2: 'Exercises: small physical amusements' (contents page). Includes
the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Playgrounds: General' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. File 2: ‘Playgrounds: Other Places' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes,
children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also contains Iona's notes on the Liss playground.
File 3: 'Games Lists from Schools, since 1968'. This file contains lists of games and the schools at which they are played
(using the Opie address book numbers).

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Pitching' (no contents page). The file begins with a list of all the different sorts of pitching games that can be played.
The file then goes on to list all these different games. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Gambling'. Contents page: Gambling, the activity in general; Tossing up, Heads or
Tails; Pitch and Toss; Odd or Even; Heads or points with pins; How many? Objects concealed in hand; Which hand objects are
concealed in; Card games played for money or other currency; Ludo; Bingo; Dicing; Put and take; Gambling with ITV adverts;
Gambling which lolly stick will go furthest; Wheels of fortune; Fast and Loose; 'Dab a pin in my lottery book'; Matchbox gambling
device; Racing snails, beetles, caterpillars, eargwigs, and betting pebbles on results; Coins falling through water onto or into
target; Three card trick; Apple, sliced into notch; Objects played for/children: currency'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

210 Tipcat, Tops

Opie sheet files

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

211 Cigarette cards; Opie sheet files
tricks; memory;
team games

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Tops' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes on Tops, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. File 2 'Tipcat' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes on Tipcat, children's descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
File 1: 'Tricks, Memory, Team Games' (no contents page). The file is split into two parts: tricks; memory games and team
games. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 2: 'Cigarette
Cards'. Contents page reads: History of cards themselves; Descriptions and references, not contemporary; names for; Cham
and superstition; Different games played at Brentwood; Substitutes for cigarette cards; Children's general descriptions,
contemporary; Terms and calls; Cigarette cards games: turning card over by blowing; Flick-farthest, or nearest wall, wins; Same
game played with milk bottle tops; and called Flying Saucers; Same game played with pennies; Same game played with beer
mats; Topsie; Droppie; Same game played with milk bottle tops or elastic bands; Span; Wall drop; Picture or black; throwing into
circle; Knocking down card propped against wall; Knocking down screws with cigarette cards; Same game with cherry stones;
Picture chase; Card games played with cigarette cards; Snap; Rebounds; Bridges; Wallie; Cards.

212 Adult and old Opie sheet files
games; games
general; games
books and biblio

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

213 Games: Books Opie sheet files
and other biblio
II;
Games:
Books Biblio f-s
III.

Opie files - their notes and extracts
from books/articles/newspapers

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

1

202

203

204

205

206
2
207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

File 1: 'Games Books: Bible I'. Contains lists of books references; films; broadcasts; records and illustrations used during the
Opie's research. File 2: 'Games, general & classification: glossary'. Contents page reads: General; Literary and historical;
phrases and descriptions; Games, in general, in other countries: - Australia, New Zealand. File 3: 'Old Games: Archaic: Adult
(pub) games' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, adult’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers.
File 1: 'Games Books, biblio F-Z III' (no contents oage). Contains lists of books references; films; broadcasts; records and
illustrations used during the Opie's research. File 2: 'Games, Books & others, biblio, II'. Contains lists of books references;
films; broadcasts; records and illustrations used during the Opie's research.
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214 Games and play Opie sheet files
theory
organisation of
games

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

215 Games:
Opie sheet files
Sociological;
Sociological II Embryo

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Organisation of Games'. Contents page reads: Collecting people for a game: miscellaneous ways, Calling in, Join in the
ring; Deciding what game to play; Deciding on the rules; Deciding who shall be first; Claiming last turn; Starting a game; Calling
in, at end of a game; Stopping a game temporarily; Ways of deciding between two winners; Claiming privileges in a game;
Winning; Punishments for loser; Crowning: catching by hitting on head; Team games: picking up for sides/tossing up to decide
which team go in first, etc. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.
File 2: 'Games and Play: Theory' (no contents page). Contains the Opie's notes; journal articles; chapters; references and
newspaper clippings.
File 1: 'Embryo' (no contents page). According to the Opie's notes this file contains: 'notes, quotes, cuttings, thoughts,
material for school lore book'. File 2: 'Sociological II'. Contents page reads: Games 'dying out'; Changes in popularity of
games, over period of years: change of emphasis; Adaptation to changed conditions; Comparative popularity of different games;
Adult interference; Bans on certain games; Organised games, supplanting traditional?; Television influence/violence; Danger
inherent in trad. games: accidents, etc. Includes disregard of danger, disregard for safety, their own and others. Includes the
Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. File 3: 'Games: Sociological IV'.
Contents page reads: Pranks; Violent play: savagery, aggression; Crime, juvenile delinquency, rowdyism; Immorality; Boarding
schools; Village schools closing; Traditional games looked down on; School setting, 'local colour', descriptions of schools, school
routine, playgrounds, lice (lice also in bugs, fleas, FUN file); Child development - bearing on games; Need for constant physical
activity; Child's first day at school. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers.
File 1: 'Adult Interference'. Contents page reads: Singing games taught in school; Pedagogic games; The modern scare: Who
wants to play a game the teacher taught? 'Fair Play for Children in Scotland' (Castlemilk School, whips and tops, goops) also,
next page, in Lochore, Fife, Games being revived (Dalbeattie) children's health prompts Sports Council and Health Education
Authority to encourage teaching of traditional games; Sheffield, 1992, Envelope: Meir, Stoke-on-Trent/ other schools in
Stoke/Liverpool/Birmingham/Poole/Selly Oak, Birmingham; Article in "The Big Issues" (Scotland) 1997; Adults joining in/groups
of adults meet to play children's games (having been deprived as children); Bans: old/historical various games forbidden;
General thoughts; Envelope: news cuttings: bands on ball games/ skate boards/skipping ropes; Balls banned; Tipcat banned;
Chalk (therefore hopscotch) banned; Bans based on fears for children's safety the "Safety Neurosis" e.g. glass is dangerous,
therefore no marbles allowed in playtime; 'The Assault on Childhood' Ron Goulart 1970 (exploitation via TV adverts, etc). File 2:
'Sociological I'. Contents page reads: About the book; The survey/ questionnaires/collecting childlore; Child-language
describing games; Why games are played; Sociology and legislation in the playground: attitude towards rules and words, attitude
towards other children; bad behaviour in games precautions and legislation against e.g. cheating, anti-social games, length of
time taken over a game, Games: same games played by all classes of society; LUCK in games; Corruption; Affinity between
Scottish and American lore and between Irish and American; Difference if any between R.C & Protestant lore in Northern Ireland.
File 3: 'Sociological Ia'. Contents page reads: Amount of lore known by one child; Type of child who teaches lore to other
children; Amount of lore remembered by one adult; Value of lore to child; Quality and quantity of lore in different schools; Quality
and quantity of games in different nations; Sources of rhymes and games; Experience of hearing a new rhyme;
Distribution/Transmission/Dissemination/Longevity; Change/Immutability in game rhymes and names of games; Corruption;
Power and pleasure of the rhyme or song in itself: pleasure of rhyme and rhythm; Belief that games and rhymes are made up by
themselves; Their attitude towards traditional games; esp. the antiquity.

217 Street
lore; Opie sheet files
sociological;
student songs

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

218 Seasons;
Riddles

Opie sheet files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

219 Riddles; ODNR

1

215

216
216 Sociological
adult
interference

I; Opie sheet files

Notes and drafts for Lore and
Language

2

217

218

219
Opie sheet files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

220 ODNR Prelim II; Opie sheet files
ODNR
WZ;Singing
games A-B
221 Singing games Opie sheet files
BL - End of B;
Singing games
C-E
222 Dukes a-riding; Opie sheet files
singing games
Gra-Gre

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

223 Singing games Opie sheet files
F-G; H-J

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

224 Singing games Opie sheet files
K-L;
London
Bridge; Singing
games M-M

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

225 Singing games Opie sheet files
Mo-Mz; Singing
games N-O

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

220

221

222

223

224

225

226

File 1: 'Student Songs' (no contents page). The file contains typed up song lyrics. File 2: 'Sociological II'. Contents page
reads: Ages: at what age various games are played; Intelligence in relation to playing games; Sexes; when games are played:
times and amount of play, includes bedtimes; Effect of weather; Where games are played: general, street, bomb sites, parks,
junk playgrounds, play centres, blocks of flats/buildings, playing on the way to school, Groups/gangs of children playing together;
School playgrounds. File 3: 'Street Lore' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings
from journals, books and newspapers.
File 1: 'Riddles I, Contemporary'. Contents page reads: Notes; True riddles; Punning riddles; Puzzles: Hidden names,
rebuses, mixed up words; Charades; Puns: Conundrums, Reasons, Clever catch answers, Single word answers; Wellerisms;
American conundrum; Trick riddles; Misleading questions Apparently serious requests for information; Questions with too-simple
answers; Special subjects: Biblical, Clocks, Negroes; Special subjects; Topical; Baby voice jokes; Clever definitions; Why is a
foxtail like nothing; She was only a - jokes; Other riddles; Traditional problems; How many; Riddle tale of fox digging grave; The
double-entendre riddles. File 2: 'Seasons' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings
from journals, books and newspapers
File 1: 'ODNR: Prelims & Introduction'. Contains the Opie's notes and amendments. File 2: 'Riddles: printed collections,
literary references/older oral collecting'.
File 1: 'Singing Games' A-BI'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers File 2: 'Nursery Rhymes W-Z' (no contents page). File 3: 'ODNR: Introduction, Begins with page 12,
special classes of rhymes'.
File 1: 'Singing Games, contemporary' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings
from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing games B - end of B' (no
contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also
includes references to audio recordings
File 1: 'Singing Games Gra-Gre' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Dukes a'Riding' (no contents page).
Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to
audio recordings.
File 1: 'Singing Games H-J' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing Games F-GO' (no contents
page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes
references to audio recordings.
File 1: 'Outdoor Games (recordings). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books
and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing Games M-Mi' (no contents page). Includes
the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio
recordings. File 3 (no contents page): Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books
and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings.
File 1: 'Singing Games Mo-Mi' (no contents page.) Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing Games N-O' (no contents
page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes
references to audio recordings.
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Opie sheet files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Singing Games ROM-RZ' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing Games P-Q' (no contents
page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes
references to audio recordings.

Opie sheet files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

Opie sheet files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

Opie sheet files

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Singing Games S-SEA' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing Games Ring o'Roses' (no
contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also
includes references to audio recordings.
File 1: 'Spain: Three Brethren from Spain' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing Games SH-SI'
(no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also
includes references to audio recordings.
File 1: 'Singing Games S0-T' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing Games U-WA' (no contents
page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes
references to audio recordings. File 3: 'Singing Games WE-WH' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings.

230 Singing games Opie sheet files
Wi-Z; Skipping
terms II; Action
in rope

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

231 Skipping 0-14; Opie sheet files
Skipping 15-30

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

232 Skipping 30-40; Opie sheet files
Skipping 40-48;
Skipping 49a-69

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

233 Skipping:
70- Opie sheet files
100; 101-169

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Skipping 101 -169'. Contents page reads: Colours of the rainbow; Eaper, weeper, chimney sweeper; Under twilight,
sail sea-set; Fishes in the sea; Eric had a toffee shop; Lord mayor sat in his chair; Mary Queen of Scots; Bell bottomed trousers;
I love boy scout; There's a rat; Mrs.Mop brought a shop; I live in Chinky China; Johnnie the sailor boy; Do you know Father
Christmas?; The village cat sat on a mat; I know a little girl; Biffo the bear; Goodbye Mary; A boy stood on the burning deck;
Grace, Grace, dressed in lace'. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and
newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Skipping 70-100'. Contents page reads: H is for Harry; I had
a dolly dressed in green; Okey pokey penny a lump; I went down the lane; Nursery rhymes used for skipping; Skipping high,
skipping low; P.C 49; I spy Tom Thumb; Oh the monster of Loch Ness; Joe, Joe, broke his toe; Chew, chew, chewing gum;
Policemen, policemen, don't catch me; My heart is in the Highlands; Donald Duck, Donald Duck; Apples are Green; I bought a
pound of American cheese; I wish tonight was Saturday night; Here comes Solomon in all his glory; She jumps so high; See
those girls in Russian boots; The more we are together, bang, bang; Kings and Queens and partners too; I'll pray for you; Korky
the cat; Once you get in you can't get out; Up and down the house'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings.

234 Skipping - 172- Opie sheet files
220; 221-316

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Skipping 221-316'. Contents page reads: Auntie in the pantry, cleaning out the gantry; Rowntrees fruit gums, yum,
yum, yum, yum; Red, white and blue, the boxing Kangaroo; Ta raa omped a dai, apples are cheaper today; There's a policeman
round the corner; A soldier of the legion; Mickey Mouse in his House; A rosy apple a lemon a pear; Mother wore a crinoline;
Topical; Two, four, touch the floor; Donald Duck; Tiddly winks old man; I'm on a bus; Ice cream sold out; Three little fishes; My
name is MacNamara; Ca' Ca' the ropey; Here's a poor widow from Babylon; What shall we do with the drunken sailor; My big red
ball went over the wall; Bronco Layne went to Spain'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Skipping 172-220'. Contents page
reads: Over the ocean; I'm a sailor home form the sea; I've got a sweetheart in America; Put another nickel in; Please Mrs Bunny
is your bunny coming out?; Knees up Mrs Brown; North Staffordshire railway; Chickadee, Chickadee; My white duck...when I hit
him; Toy, toy, you town Major; Sallapezi one, Sallapezi two; Johnny Jones went for a holiday; My maw's a millionaire; St Joan of
Arc; The old great mare she ain't what she used to be; I went down to Grandma's; Betty Grey ran away; North, South, East,
West; Ducks in the water; My Auntie Rose'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books
and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings.

235 Skipping 317-; Opie sheet files
Traditional
rhymes
and
their origins; V
II

NA

NA

NA

NA

4 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Vol I: Early Prospectus for our series of school lore books'. File 2: 'Vol II: Early Prospectus for our series of
school lore books'. File 3: 'Traditional rhymes and their origins'. File 4: 'Skipping 317-' Includes the Opie's notes,
children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings.

1

227

228

229

226 Singing games
P-Q;
Singing
games Rom-Rz;
Singing games
Ring O'roses
227 Singing games
Ring
o'Roses;
Singing games
S-SA
228 Singing games
SH-SI;
Spain;
Three Brethern
from Spain
229 Singing games
SU-WH

230

231

232
2

233

234

235

236

File 1: 'Singing Games WI-Z' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Skip Terms III: Actions in Rope'.
Contents page reads: All in together; with series of actions; Series of actions, done to short rhyme as in two-balls; Picking up
something; Turning round; Climbing action; Hop skipping; Eyes shut; Bent knees; Crouching down, rope turned overhead;
Skipping from one end of rope to other; Ending with feet astride rope; 2 people in rope: Changing places in rope; Ways of getting
in and out of rope, lists of games employing different ways; Dance in rope: 'Mazurka'; Crossing feet while skipping'. Includes the
Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio
recordings.
File 1: 'Skipping O-14' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Skipping 15-30' (no contents page). Includes
the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio
recordings.
File 1: 'Skipping 49a-69' (no contents page). Contents page reads: Charlie Chaplin sat on a pin; Big Ben strikes one, two,
three; Up the ladder, down the ladder; The donkey's got the whooping cough; I had a little sausage; I want some jam J.A.M; At
David Greigs I bought some eggs; I feel in a box of eggs; R.White's ginger beer goes off Pop; Jumbo, jumbo, sitting on a
rainbow; I got to school; Chip chop cherry; Mrs D-I-F-F-I-C-U-L-T-Y; Old Mrs Bence; Ella, bella, Cinderella; My pink pinafore;
That naughty girl...curl; Beg your pardon, Mrs Harding; I met a girl from Italy; German boys are so funny; My mother bough a
chicken; There's a boy over there; My name is Adi Adi; What-ho she one, om pom; Pounds, shillings and pence. Includes the
Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio
recordings. File 2: 'Skipping 40-48'. Contents page reads: Cowboy Joe from Mexico; Up & Down...all the way to London Town;
Number one I ate a scone; Charlie Charlie stole some barley; Blackberry, apple, raspberry tart; Mrs Moore; I'll tell mum of Mary
Ann; Old Mother Ink...how many inches; Play up Millwall'. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from
journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 3: 'Skipping 30-40'. Contents page reads:
Soldier, soldier, stand attention; Lady, lady, touch the ground; Lady in a tight skirt; I'm a little Girl Guide; I'm a little Scotch girl;
I can ride a bicycle; Oliver jump, Oliver jump; Little tin soldier; Nelson lost one eye; Oliver Cromwell lost his shoe; Jelly on a
plate'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes
references to audio recordings.
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games Opie sheet files
1/11;
games

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Singing Games: Foreign. Not direct parallels' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children’s
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Singing
Games General I/II'. Contents page reads: The term 'singing game'; Odd notes; Organisation; Character of singing games;
Process of turning song into singing game; The making of a singing game; Change/Stability; Dissemination; Singing games
taught in school; singing game festivals; Types and forms; Words; Age of Words; Girls/Boys; Clapping accompaniment; Singing
games wanted; Ring games; Circling with the sun; Ring dances; May dances; History of dance; Jinga-ring; Marriage formulas;
Kiss-in-the-ring; Kissing; Handkerchiefs; Ages when singing games are played; Funeral games; Horse play; Bibliographies;
Contents of Alice Gillington's book of singing games; Australia 'The influence of the media'. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s
descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings.

237 Tunes; clapping Opie sheet files
songs I

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

238 Dance games; Opie sheet files
Clapping II

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Clapping songs I'. Contents page reads: General thoughts, foreign and historical; Name for the game; Methods of
clapping; Some old clapping sequences of songs strung together; Songs used in old hand-clapping sequences: Mrs Brown went
to town; Where have you been, all day long?; My mother said; I have a bonnet trimmed with blie; San tee ti/Sandy die; There
was a man, a man indeed; Weary weary waiting on you; Oh what a cold you have got; Pease porridge hot; My mummy told me;
I had the scarlet fever; Did you ever ever ever; A Sailor went to sea, sea, sea; I am a pretty little Dutch girl; O Susie Anna;
When Susie was. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also
includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Tunes' (no contents page). Contains notation for some tunes and lists of Opie
and Father Damian Webb recordings.
File 1: 'Clapping II'. Contents page reads: Nonsense syllables for clapping; I lee I lo I lup lip lip; Renta lafah lafah me; Em pom
pee para me; Clapping chants: The merry-go-round went round; 369 the goose drank wine; Over the garden wall; Little white
bull; Eating more than he was able; A cannibal king with a big nose ring; Under the bram bush; I went to a Chinese restaurant;
Eena, meena, mina, mo; Oh Mary Mac; My name is Elli, Elli; She's going off to market; I'm not going to school any more more
more; The Johnson's had a baby; Wash rinse, drip dry; In a Chinese town; My father went to war; I'm Popeye the sailor man;
Tippety dooda tippity day; Hello, Dolly; See, See my playmate; I want to get married, I do, mamma; The baby's in the cradle'.
Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to
audio recordings. File 2: 'Dance Games'. Contents page reads: General; Dancing in rings: prehistorical/classical
antiquity/Biblical; Ring dances/rounds, general and poetical descriptions and allusions; Religious ring dances; Ring dances at the
funeral of children and young girls; Reconstruction of kissing ring/round; pictures of carols and brainless; May-time dancing;
Other dances with song accompaniment; Country dances, with songs; Italian leaping and jumping dance, with song; dancing in
churches, also Greek fertility dance; Cha cha cha, Charleston, Paul Jones and other dances; sir Roger de Coverley is at Hunting.
Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

239 Caroles;
Skipping
general

Opie sheet files

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files and 1 x
small notebook

240 Skipping terms: Opie sheet files
I 1-12; Skipping
terms I 13-16

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

241 Skipping terms Opie sheet files
I;
16-18;
Skipping terms
Iia;
skipping
terms Iib

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

242 Skipping - early Opie sheet files
history;
ceremonial;seas
onal;
Liss
school
playground
1978
243 Esau
I; Opie sheet files
Ownership;
Games general
L-O

NA

NA

NA

NA

3 X sheet/working files

NA

NA

NA

NA

244 Games general Opie sheet files
D-Z; Liss school
playground,
1971

NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files & 1 x small File 1: 'Games General' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals,
file relating to Father Damian
books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Esau I, Book Ownership and Mnemonics'.
Webb collection of tapes.
Contents page reads: Introduction, Retaliation; Skipping; Guile (malicious); Guile (innocent); Silence; Back chat; Book
ownership; Book desecration; Mock scholastic; Scholastic; On some famous teachers; Lamenation; Rudery; Incantation; More
rudery; Selection; Contempt; Seasonal; Reproachfulness; Subtlety; Some overy old school rhymes. Catalogue: 'Catalogue of
tapes of street games from England and Scotland, Father Damian Webb 1969-1960'.
2 X sheet/working files
File 1: 'Liss School Playground - 1971' (no contents page). File begins with the note 'Observations began in earnest on 28
January 1970, and the last was written on 9 November 1983 - so they cover nearly 14 years'. File 2: 'Games General P-Z' (no
contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

245 Liss 10 May, Opie sheet files
1972-Dec 1973;

NA

NA

NA

NA

1
236 Singing
general
singing
foreign

237

238

2
239

240

241

242

243

244

245

246

4 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Skipping General'. Contents page reads: Historical and name for skips; Foreign; As cure for Chilblains; Exhibition of
skipping by boxing champion; Sponsored skipping; Contemporary descriptions and comments including organisation of skipping
and description of skipping craze; Times, Seasons, Ages; Boys skipping; Competitive element; Rope used; Rhymes and songs
used; Chants; Number of different skipping games known by one child, one school etc'. File 2: 'Caroles'. Contents page reads:
Definitions of carol, ring, ring-dances; Sacrilegious dancers of Kolbigk; England; Scotland; Heavenly carolling; dead-end enquiry
re Gottfriend von Strassburg; France; Italy; Dancing as part of daily life; Suppression of carollling; Carolling and the feminine
principle; Carole with emphasis on dance; Line form; Carole with emphasis on song; Caroles, or branles, danced to Ballads; How
old are dance games?: when did Caroles have their hey day?' Branle (English brawl); How old were girls playing these games;
How ld were girl when they got married'.
File 1: 'Skipping terms I 13-16'. Contents page reads: Bumps; Rope swayed from side to side; Snakes - wriggling rope;
Higher and higher - high jumping; rope swung round, players jump over it'. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions
and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 2: 'Skipping terms: I 112'. Contents page reads: Term for skipping; Long rope v. single skipping; Two ropes; Single skipping and terms used; Tying
one end of rope to lamp-post etc; Turners and turning; Deciding turners at beginning of game; Taking end, during a game;
Person in rope; Catching feet in rope; Calling in another skipper; Leaving rope; Deciding winner; Movement of rope; Bumps;
American skipping; Belgium skipping; elephants; Rope turners walk round in circle; two long ropes, parallel and several yards
apart'. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes
references to audio recordings.
File 1: 'Skipping terms II a continuous'. Contents page reads: Continuous line; General descriptions; are players out of the
game when they fail, or do they take the end?; Running straight through rope, no skip; One skip; Skip one, miss one;
Accumulative: one more skip each time round; Longer stay in rope; Extra mechanism for getting player out. Includes the Opie's
notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings.
File 2: 'Skipping terms I 16-18'. Contents page reads: American skipping/elastic skipping; Belgium skipping; Elephants; Rope
turners walk round in circles; Two long ropes. Includes the Opie's notes, children’s descriptions and clippings from journals,
books and newspapers. Also includes references to audio recordings. File 3: 'Skip terms IIb, High, Low, Moon & Stars' (no
contents page). Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers. Also
includes references to audio recordings.
File 1: 'Esau II'. Contents page reads: Famous teachers; Lamentation; rudery; Incantation; More rudery; Selection; Contempt;
Seasonal; Reproachfulness; Subtlety; Some very old school rhymes; Lullabies, Adolescent style; End of term; Notes. File 2:
'Liss School Playground 1978 -' (no contents page). Includes Iona Opie's notes on the playground; some adverts and crisp
packets. File 3: 'Skipping: 1, Early History 2, Seasonal, ceremonial'. Includes the Opie's notes, children's descriptions and
clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

File 1: 'Liss School Playground 1/81 - 11/83' (no contents page). Includes Iona Opie's notes on the playground; some
adverts and crisp packets. File 2: 'Liss Playground V 2nd October 1978- 16 Dec 1980' (no contents page). Includes Iona
Opie's notes on the playground. File 3: 'Liss school playground: Carbons and general 1974' (no contents page).
Includes Iona Opie's notes on the playground and letters and newspaper clippings relating to the school. File 4: 'Liss 10 May
'72 - 18 Dec '73' (no contents page). Includes Iona Opie's notes on the playground.
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NA

NA

NA

NA

2 X sheet/working files

File 1: 'Liss II. Playground 1974 - July 1975' (no contents page). Includes Iona Opie's notes on the playground. File 2:
'Liss School Playground III 1975 -1977' (no contents page). Includes Iona Opie's notes on the playground.

NA

NA

NA

NA

5 X small hard back notepads and
1 x sheet/working file.

Notepad 1 - 5 - Opie address books. File 1: 'Games General A-K' (no contents page). Includes the Opie's notes,
children's descriptions and clippings from journals, books and newspapers.

1

247

248

2

246 Liss playground Opie sheet files
II, 1974- July
1975;
Liss
playground III
247 Liss playground Opie sheet files
II, 1974- July
1975;
Liss
playground III

Even contains crisp wrappers Iona
rescued from the bin!

